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FORMULA FOR GRATITUDE 

In this mathematically minded age we should analyse 

our feelings of thankfulness in terms of a fraction. 
Let the top ( the numerator ) represent the multitude 

of blessings each one of us can count. But our gratitude 
does not depend only on the number of our blessings. 
There is another factor that is just as important. That is 
our opinion of what we have deserved. We might call 
that the lUlder side (denominator ) of our fraction. We 
always evaluate our b lessings by comparing them with 
that. No matter how many our blessings may have been, 
if we think that we have deserved more we will be, 
not grateful, but discontented. li our sense of gratitude 
is directly proportional to the number of our blessings 
as we are aware of them, it is also inversely proportional 
to our opinion of what we have deserved. 

This frequently overlooked under-side of the fraction, 
if we may eall it so, takes an important place in the 
psalms of praise in the scriptures. Those who teach us 
to sing God's praise remind us of how little we have 
deserved as mere creatures. 

"When I consider thy heavens, the work of thy 
fingers, 

The moon and the stars. which thou hast ordained; 
What is man, that thou art mindful of him?" 

Psalm 8:3,4. 

"As for man, his days are as grass( 
Psalm 103:15. 

These psalms reveal an even keener awareness of 
how lacking in merit we are as sinners. 

"He hath not dealt with us after our sins, 
Nor rewarded us after our iniquities." 

Psalm J(XHO. 

No matter bow relatively many or few our blessings 
may have been, the more realistically we come to ap
preciate our lack of merit, the greater will be our ap
preciation of the grace of God. An awareness of total 
depravity prompts us to total thanksgiving for God's 
inuneasurable grace. It is no accident that Calvinistic 
New England with its biblical appreciation of these 
things produced the tradition of a Thanksgiving festival 

May we in our thanksgiving celebration learn, in the 
same spirit. to reckon with both the multitude of our 
bleSSings and the Jack of our merits that our thanks to 
God, the Giver, may be the greater. 

PETER DE JONG 

, , , 


PROGRESS SO-CALLED 

SOME FORTY YEARS AGO I heard Dr. Henry Dosker 
of the Louisville Presbyterian Seminary deliver a lec

ture on the question Is Modernism Modern? He painted 
out convincingly that the theological liberalism of that day 
was little else than a resurgence of heresies of long ago. 
The same can be said of present·day departure from the 
truths of historic Christianity. Instead of being ahead of 
the times, as its advocates usually claim to be, they are 
behind the times. Instead of leading the church forward 
they are steering it backward. They are apostles, not of 
progress, but of retrogression. 

A few examples follow. 
Let no one think that all who confess the infallibility 

of the Bible mean the same thing. Not even all who would 
be known as conservatives put the same meaning into that 
tenn. Believe it or not. many who would resent being 
classiS.ed as Modernists and speak of the Bible as the in· 
fallible rule fo r fa ith and life yet insist that it contains 
numerous errors of various kinds. Precisely that constitutes 
one of the most subtle current attacks on the Bible by the 
father of lies. But there is nothing new about that attack 
It is centuries old. A radical by-product of the Protestant 

TORCH ;lind TRUMPET, November, 1964 

Refonnation was the antitrinitarian movement. Its organizer 
and foremost representative was Faustus Socinus, who was 
born in 1539 and died in 1604. According to him the 
human authors of Scripture were inspired in respect to the 
content of religious truth only and in other matters even 
the apostles might err in their writing. He posited two 
criteria for judging what in the Bible is divine and what 
is not. He insisted that only that which is according to rea
son and only that which has moral significance and utility 
is to be acknowledged as of God. Today these sentiments 
are by no means confined to Unitarians. Many Protestant 
denominations have deteriorated to the point of assigning 
leadership to exponents of just these or similar views. Karl 
Barth and his son Markus by no means stand aJone. 

Orthodox theology has always taught the reality of hell, 
where God in his justice punishes unbelievers with ever· 
lasting suffering. Today a great many churchmen rondemn 
that teaching as completely out of date and reject it as 
utterly unworthy of serious consideration. But there is noth
ing new about that a ttitude either. Clement of Alexandria, 
who died between 211 and 216, and his pupil Origen, who 
was born about 182 and died not later than 251, carried 
from paganism into Christianity the notion of the ultimate 
salvation of all men. It follows that the universalism of 
Friedrich Schleiennacher ( 1768·1834). often called the 
father of present·day theological liberali'lm, was nothing 
new. Neitller is the teaching of contemporary Nels F. S. 
Ferre in Th e Christian Ufldersfmuling of God, that, if God 
is love, etemaJ hell cannot possibly be real. Contrariwise, 
the denial of hell spells retrogression of the worst kind. 

three 
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Not only is it a resurgence of ancient heresy; it flatly con
tradicts the plain teaching of numerous passages of Scrip
ture, and it does irreparable damage to that doctrine which 
lies at the very heart of Christian theology - the doctrine 
of substitutionary atonement as embodied in the Saviour's 
cry from the cross, "'My Cod, my God, why hast thou for
saken me?" 

There is progress in divine revelation. God has revealed 
himself more fully in the New Testament than in the Old. 
There ought to be progress in our understanding of divine 
revelation. As a matter of fact, the history of Christian 
doctrine shows that the Holy Spirit has led the church 
progressively into that understanding. But departure from 
divine revelation spells only retrogression, degeneration, 
decay - progress toward destruction. R.B.K. 

WHAT IS EXTREMISM? 

N EVER HAS THE WORD extremism been so promi
nent in the vocabulary of the American people as 

today. There are extremists to the right and extremists to 
the left. Those on the left are the communists and those 
on the right we scarcely know what to call. 

Extremes are never good . It mC<"1ns too much or too 
little ... not the right amount. 

Who determines what is extreme? Surely, no one be
lieves that he is an extremist! If a person has strong views 
regarding a certain matter he considers himself to be a 
man of conviction. Those who do not agree with these 
convictions brand such a person an extremist. Extremism is 
a judgment of someone else than the person accused of it. 

The opposite of the extremist is the moderate. There 
are many reasons for commending moderation. We try to 
be moderate in most things, but, to practise moderation in 
all things, goes too far. You cannot serve your God moder
ately. He demands soul, heart, strength, and mind. He 
demands complete surrender. Moderation may be good in 
many areas but it may also betray a complete Jack of con
viction. 

Just a question: Is it a sign of moderation when we 
brand others as extremists? H.V.K. 

REVOLUTION WITHIN THE FORM 

AN ANCIENT STRATEGY of subversion is in exten
sive use in our day, identified long ago as revolution 

within the form. By means of this strategy, the old fonn 
of the institution is retained but with a new content. The 
constitution of a republic is left basically uncbanged, but 
new meanings are given to old laws to make them mean 
something alien. The old creeds and catechisms of a church 
are left unchanged so as not to alarm the faithful, but step 
by step their meanings are altered and destroyed. The form 
is retained but the content is changed. 

A second aspect of this tactic of subversion is very im
portant. Loyalty is given a new focus. What is demanded 
is a loyalty to the form, not to the faith; to the church, not 
to the Scriptures and the confession and catechism. It be
comes a grave an even capital offense to criticize the form, 
but it becomes a routine matter to criticize the content. 
The Scriptures and creeds can be criticized, but never the 
church and its institutionsl A man who denies a major 
aspect of the faith is called an honest and searching Chris
tian thinker, while the man who calls attention to heresy 
in a church or college or seminary is called a disloyal, wild
eyed, unchristian fool. Wherever you have this demand for 
loyalty to the form, you have either subversives or fools 
who can be used by subversives. 

Does this situation exist in the Christian Reformed 
Church? Unfortunately, it does. When this writer wrote 
By What Standard?, he was told in print and in person 
that he had "no right" to criticize James Daane because 
this writer is not a member of the Christian Reformed 
Church; yet nothing was said about Daane haVing "no 
right" to criticize Van Til as an outsider to the Orthodox 
Presbyterian Church! But, more than that, this writer has 
found that many members are equally vocal in telling him 
that specifically named persons have "no right" to criticize 
the church, that this constitutes "disloyalty"! Disloyalty to 
whom, to man or to God? 

It is high time that as citizens and as churchmen we 
face the facts of subversion and ask ourselves, in every 
communion, to whom are we loyal? Is our loyalty to the 
form or to the faith? And are we obeying man or the Lord? 

R.J.R. 

NEEDED - WIDE AWARE ELDERS 

by PETER Y. DE JONG 

TODAY THE FEELING is widespread that the Chris tude of smugness on the part of many who think that ,,"e 
tian Refonned Church is passing through a period of have "arrived." They are will ing to expand the practical 

spiritual declension . Although the churches are still crowded programs of the church but give little consideration to the 
with worshipers who give liberally, we arc facing an atti- basic principles of Refonned faith and practice. 
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Many are the remedies prescribed for this disease with 
which we are all too familiar. 

Some insist that we must stimulate reading among our 
people; others that we need a new type of preaching in 
our pulpits; still others that we will have to attract our 
young people by informal services and social hours. In 
many cases the blame is placed squarely on the shoulders 
of the ministers, where undoubtedly a large share belongs. 
Others would blame our people for being materialistic and 
pleasure·mad. And in accordance with the diagnosis the 
medicine is prescribed. But what is often forgotten is that 
God has given us one powerful weapon for the defense of 
the faith and practice which we claim to love. And this 
weapon is too often left unused. We are referring to the 
eldership in the churches. 

An Important Function 

In evelY well-organized local congregation there are 
truee offices reflecting the triple office of the Savior. 

But in our evaluation of them, we often fail to give the 
proper scriptural emphasis. Quite generally our people 
think of them as constituting a hierarchy, headed by the 
ministers, under whom and of far less importance are the 
elders, and finally, as least significant of all, the deacons. 
AI> a result, ministers are e,,:pected to perform all the work 
in the congregation. According to many of Out people the 
elders should not be asked to teach catechetical classes, visit 
the sick, or even engage in family visitation without the 
pastor. 

However, this is not the position officially maintained 
by our churches. 

On the basis of Scripture the Reformed churches have 
always insisted on the significance of the eldership for the 
practical life and order in the congregation. While the 
minister is but one, the elders are several. While the 
minister moves about from church to church under or
dinary circumstances, the elders usually remain in the local 
oongregation. Historically speaking, the ministry of the 
Word and the sacraments is an outgrowth of the office of 
elder or bishop referred to often in the New Testament 
A congregation needs far more an excellent staff of spirit· 
ually-minded and intelligent elders than an unusually gifted 
minister of the Word . 

A Sad Deterioration 

While the churches have held this office in high esteem 
theoretically, practice has not kept pace. This has especially 
been the case during the past generation. There is a trend 
among our people which betrays the superncial standards 
which many employ when judging the credentials for elder. 
ship . In the minds of many the incumbents of this office are 
much like a Christian businessmen's organization who oc
cupy a prominent place in church on the Lord's Day but 
do very little spiritual work in the congregation during the 
week. Too frequently the consistory is far busier with all 
kinds of building plans than with the spiritual needs of the 
people. The chief concerns on the part of some, if not many, 
seem to be a growing membership roll, friendliness at the 
church doors, organizational efficiency, and the success of 
the latest financial drive. 
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As a result the mOTe important matters are often neg
lected. 

There are congregations where family visiting is grossly 
neglected, the sick are visited by none but the pastor, and 
the broader program of the denomination is all but un· 
known. Even where there is concern for the spiritual wel
fare of the local congregation, there is on the part of most 
elders little intelligent understanding of and wrestling with 
denominational problems. 

How different this was some forty and fifty years agol 
Of course, at that time our people couldn't concern 

themselves much with building projects, sociability, and 
financial drives of all kinds. However, there was a con· 
scious and consistent attempt on the part of many elders 
to ''keep up" with the actions and ideals of the denomina· 
tion. The elders read the religious periodicals, studied the 
Church Order, interested themselves in sound doctrine, 
perused the Acts of Synod faithfully, and took a lively part 
in debates on major issues. 

Today this whole fieJd is left fallow by most of our 
elders. As a result it has by default become tlle sale re· 
sponsibility of the ministers. Voices warn us against a 
growing "clericalism" (rule by the clergy) in our churches. 
Yet a sizeable share of the fault for this lies directly at the 
door of the elders. Let's ask some pertinent questions con
cerning tlus matter. 

It might be very necessary to ask first of all whether the 
elders, as a rule, care about knowing precisely what is 
going on in the Christian Reformed Church on the c1assi· 
cal and synodical levels. Isn't it a known fact that often 
the elders are much inclined to vote at such meetings as 
the ministers direct? How often do they take an active 
part in molding the life of the churches at these broader 
levels? Have we perhaps reached the stage where the 
elders, like most of the members, are satisfied with condi
tions as long as the wheels of the denominational machine 
are well greased? It seems as if we are beginning to pay 
a fearful price for haVing concentrated power in the hands 
of a few. 

It may be replied, but do our elders really know what is 
going on in the church? Even if they desire infonnation, 
is this obtainable? Perhaps this is to a large extent the 
heart of the problem. Let liS admit that there are mem
bers of boards who seem to feel perfectly justified to with· 
hold information from classical assemblies concerning the 
work of the denomination and the policies which are fol. 
lowed. However, in spite of such situations there are several 
avenues of obtaining the needed information which too 
many elders leave unexplored. 

How many are awarc of the basic problems of principle 
and practice facing our mission program at the present 
time? How many take time out to check the reports of the 
Back to God Hour Committee and the Home Missions 
Board? How often are they interested enough to seek 
answers to basic questions concerning the situation in 
Calvin College and Seminary? Do most of them study the 
material presented in the synodical Agenda, so that they 
can defend intelligently their position on important mat

(Continued on page 19) 
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Thanksgiving Day 1964 

THANKSGIVING AND THE CUP OF SALVATION 


by ALEXANDER C. DE JONG 

L IFE IS CROWDED with God's gifts to us. Think of 
a few. Our president calls us to gratihlde and prayer. 

Harvests are heavy in the land. Granaries are bulging. 
Prosperity is at record level. Earnings and spending are 
at their peaks. So far God spares us from nuclear war. 
Home, jobs, friends, schools, churches - and a thousand 
other factors in our lives point to God's goodness in rus gifts. 

The Christian sees much more. In all the gifts he sees 
the loving, gracious heartbeat of a holy God who loves 
sinners in Jesus Christ. Aware of his self-centered sin, con
scious of his deep unworthiness, sensitive to the righteous 
judgments of a holy God, the Christian is grateful for grace. 
Grace, undeserving favor to those who have lost their rights, 
is the glowing fire which warms all Cod's gifts and makes 
them a delight to the Christian. 

This, plus much more, makes Thanksgiving Day 1964 
a big day, a whole season in our lives. 

With the writer of Psalm 116 we ask: "What shall I 
render unto Jehovah for aU his benefits unto me?" This is 
the question of gratitude. It is asked in breathless wonder, 
in passionate love, in eager joy. "What return shall I make 
to the Lord for all his bounties to me?" Every alert Chris
tian asks the question. With joy he answers with the 
Psalmist, "I will take the cup of salvation, and call upon 
the name of Jehovah." 

Take the Cup 
The picture of taking the cup is taken from a Semitic 

feast. Happy, grateful guests reclined around the table of 
the host. There was a large, ornately carved cup, filled with 
the best wine. It was a symbol of deep joy. It was a com
mon cup, passed from hand to hand, lip to lip, of all the 
guests. Each took their draught of wine with thankful joy. 
Each guest would take the gift of the cup, toast the host as 
he drank with gratihlde. One cup, many guests, one spirit 
of joyful gratitude. That is the picture of real thanksgiving. 
It meant eager, happy grateful wonder in the use of that 
which the host provided. Cratitude meant receiving from 
the master of the feast. 

This is the way of Christ-centered, Cod-honoring thanks
giving. From the hand of God we take the cup of salvation. 
In trembling wonder, in simple faith we drink deeply. Each 
draught of grace and love gives the heavenly wine of the 
Kingdom of Christ. To be thankful means to lise the gift, 
to toast the Giver with every energy of a grateful life. To 
be thankful means that we daily look to Cod and his Son 
as they give liberally, upbraiding not. We draw upon God's 
fulness , drain the cup of salvation. 

So it is in the commonplaces of our lives. A parent buys 
his child a new toy. The child shows gratitude with a 
hearty "thanks, dad!", a radiant face, eager hands. Gratihlde 
is the child taking the toy, using it, cherishing it, using it 
again to make its young life fully, happy, vibrant. The 
child receives the gift, uses the gift in gratitude, wears it 
out as it serves his life. And such a grateful child looks for 
more from his parents. 

"I will take the cup of salvation, and call upon the 
name of Jehovah." Taking his cup we taste the graces of 
forgiveness, of adoption, of repentance, of renewal, of 
obedient service, of consecrating joy, of hope and glory. In 
the Lord's hand is the cup of full salvation. The grateful 
Christian drinks deeply, drains it daily, and calls upon the 
Savior for more. This is gratihlde, Christian gratitude, for 
Thanksgiving Day 1964, for every day of every year. 

The spirit of taking the cup of salvation is the spirit 
of the Heidelberg Catechism in its third section which deals 
with Gratitude. Real thanksgiving is a gift, enjoyed by those 
who have been bought by the precious blood of our Savior. 
Gratitude according to the Heidelberg means that we 
abide in Christ and experience the daily renewing of our 
lives. Thankful living involves a continuing face-to-face 
communion with Christ. The Christian and the Savior look 
into each other's eyes which are the windows of the soul. 
In the eyes of Christ we see the pulsing heart of divine 
love, and the Savior sees the pulsating response of grateful 
love in our eyes. The thankful Christian never works out 
his gratitude under his own auspices, but constantly reaches 
out to drink from the cup of salvation. As the believer holds 
the cup, Christ himself "renews us by His Holy Spirit after 
His own image." Such transformed and transforming sinners 
with their whole life show gratitude, praise God, increase 
in religious commitment, and live as examples unto all men. 
This is the vital center of all gratitude. 

Taking the cup of salvation, emptying the gifts of 
grace, involves a daily turning from self-centered sin unto 
God-honoring service. The old man of sin is constantly 
dying, and the new man in Christ is growing daily. There 
is heartfelt joy in Cod as we drain the cup of salvation. 
There is love and delight to live according to the will of 
Cod in all good works as we call upon the name of the 
Lord. There is deeper insight into the meaning of God's 
ten covenant words for our lives as the grateful Christian 
seeks to give his life in loving service to Cod. There is 
renewed, daily, desperate and delightful calling upon the 
name of the Lord in prayer. Prayer remains tlle chief part 



of thankfulness, pattemed after the perfect prayer of our 
Lord. And thus we come to Snd awareness that gratitude, 
genuine thankfulness, is a fruit of grace, a gift of God, OD8 

which can only be practiced by the person who takes the 
cup of salvation and calls upon the name of the Lord. 

Ta king the Cup Today 
In the vibrant context of western culture this means 

many things. 

God gives us prosperity unprecedented. The standards 
of living were never higher. But what is our gratitude? Do 
we drink from the cup of salvation and feed the hungry 
in our land and world? Have prosperous, grateful Chris
tians declared a detennined war on poverty? As we call 
upon God's name, have we caught the spirit of Lord's Day 
XLII, Answer Ill? 'That I further my neighbor's profit 
wherever I can or may, deal with him as I wou1d have 
others deal with me, and labor faithful1y that I may be 
able to relieve the needy?'" 

God gives freedom to our western world. What is the 
grateful response of a freedom loving and a freedom en
joying citizenry? Can those who ask in wonder, what shall 
I render unto Jehovah for all his benefits unto me, deny 
some human beings their rights because their skin is black? 
With the cup of salvation in our hands dare we deny the 
black citizen his right to hold a job, to live in our block, 
to vole for our leaders? As lovers of freedom call upon the 
name of the Lord., do they patiently teach others that every 
right carries with it a responsibility? If more grateful sin
ners would take the cup of salvation there would be less 
prejudice, ignorance, lawlessness and rioting. Then we 
would know the meaning of Lord's Day XL, Answer l OS, 
which reads, "That I , neither in thought, nor in word or 
gesture, much less in deed, dishonor, hate, wound, or kill 
my neighbor, whether by myself or by another." Both black 
man and white man, as each drinks from the common cup 
of salvation, will begin to realize that "even the holiest men, 
while in this life, have only a small beginning of this 
obedience; yet so that with earnest purpose they begin to 
live, not only according to some but according to all the 
commandments of Cod." Answer 114. 

God releases us from the degrading boredom and mean
inglessness of so much perspiring toil More leisure time is 
coming our way every year. "What is our gratitude for 
these hours? How do we show our thankfulness for these 
days? Without the cup of salvation, without calling upon 
the name of the Lord, there is the worship of pleasure, 
satiating people to the point of boredom. Are we bringing 
thanks with more broken homes, higher statistics of de
linquency and crime? Only as we drain the cup of salvation 
can we cast away the idols of pleasure, money, security and 
secularity. Only as one drinks freely from the Lord's cup 
do we "rightly acknowledge the only true God, trust in 
Him alone, submit to Him with all humility and patience, 
expect all good from Him only, and love, fear, and honor 
Him with my whole heart; so that I leave and forsake all 
creatures rather than do even the least thing against His 
will." Answer 94. Thus by "our godly walk our neighbors 
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also may be won for Christ." Answer 86. Only this is the 
real grace of gratitude. 

God gives us respite from the horrors of nuclear war. 
How do we show our gratitude for this his benefit to our 
time? Is it only to narrow the circle of ooncem, live for 
self as men become lovers of ease? With our mouths still 
tasting the wine of saving love from the cup of salvation. 
we call on the Lord, "Thy Kingdom come." "That is: so 
rule us by the Word and Spirit that we may submit our
selves more and more to Thee; preserve and increase Thy 
Church; destroy the works of the devil, every power that 
exalts itself against Thee, and all. wicked counsels conceived 
against Thy Holy Word, until the perfection of Thy King
dom arrive wherein Thou shalt be all in aIL" Answer 123. 
Only those who hold the cup of salvation pray to God in 
such gratitude. 

In Conclusion 
What shall we render unto Jehovah for all his benefits? 

Free schools, open and protected churches, doors of oppor
tunity for greater service., homes radiant with healthy lives, 
hospital beds seen framed in the wann light of chastening 
love, open graves at which we can say, "Death where is thy 
victory," a future bright with the promise of an abundant 
entrance into the eternal Kingdom . . . . . All these gifts 
and thousands not spelled out are freely given by a liberal 
God. 

Let us know and live the secret of the grace of gratitude. 
We all must take the one cup of salvation, drain it unto 
its last delightful drop, and call upon the Lord for more. 

This is the grateful life. 

This is eternal life unto the glory of our thrice holy God 
and the salvation of our world. 

"All this is to teach us that it is through prayer God will 
give the instruction of His Spirit to make us understand His 
will, to let us knew with whom we are to speak, to give us 
the assurance that His Spirit will make His W ord power
ful through tis. 

"Have you ever earnestly thoUght over why it is that 
you have a salary and a parsonage, and are set free from 
the need of foUowing earthly business? It is fo r nothing 
else than that you SllOUld continue in prayer and the min
istry of the W ord. That will be your wisdom and your 
power. That will be the secret of a blessed service of the 
Gospel. 

"No wonder that there is com-putint about the ineffective 
spiritual life in minister and congregation, while that which 
is of prime importance, perseverance in prayer, does not 
hold its rightfuL place - the first place." 

- ANDREW MOHRAY 
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SPEAI(ING WITH TONGUES 


by STUART BERGSMA. M.D. 

SOME PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL 


IMPLICATIONS OF MODERN GLOSSOLALIA • •. 


T 
Introduction : An Affi rmation of Faith 

HREE AMAZING. unique, authentic miraculous phe
nomena occur conspicuously in the Gospels, the Acts 

and tJ1C Pauline letters: glossolalia or speaking with tongues 
(1 )( 2), demon possession with exorcism (3 ), and the gift 
of miraculous healing. All were classed as miraculol1s gifts 
or special favors, spiritual powers bestowed upon selected 
meo. In the author's opinion these three, as well as several 
other historical. divinely appointed events ( including the 
incamation, Christ's miracles, Christ's atoning death and 
resurrection, ascension and Pentecost ) are genuine events 
unique to that era. 

In this writer's opinion the era in which our Lord and 
Savior walked upon earth, and the apostolic age in which 
His church was gaining a foothold among the nations, was 
one continuous era of tremendous demonic resistance in the 
hearts and minds of men to the acceptance of the gospel. 
Miraculous gifts, ullique powers granted to men were 
omnipotent God's method of fighting demonic powers in 
that era. 

We have the strongest evidence possible on which we 
base the above "credo," "I believe." We have first of all 
faith ( Heb. 11 :1. "Now faith is - the evidence".) We have 
the very words and the very deeds of Christ Himself, His 
'biography" in the Gospels. And we have the words which 
His commissioned agents penned, His "eye-witnesses" of 
that brief era . That period lasted the span of the life of a 
man, the man John, who outlived all the other apostles. 
These testimonies are enough for me as to authenticity and 
credibility. 

Having classified glossolalia among the "unique" phe
nomena of one speci6c age of time, I hasten to add that as 
a Christian, a medical man, a psychiatrist, a common sense 
scientist, I hold a very different view of later instances of 
these same three phenomena mentioned in my opening 
sentence, and especially as to glossolalia occurring from the 
close of the Pauline era to this year of our Lord, 1964. 

Sp irit-fill e d Glossolalia a nd Its Beginning De cli ne 
There arc two literary gems regarding genuine miracll

lOllS glossolalia in the scriptures. The fir st is the Pentecost 
account, given in Acts 2:4-21. Pentecost was an amazing 
event with only one possible interpretation, namely, that 
unlearned men spoke miraculously in some fourteen differ
ent languages not their own, unknown to themselves yet 
clearly understood as authentic language by foreigners who 
spoke that language (1 and 2). The second gem is what 
Cutten refers to as ''Paul's damning glossolalia by faint 
praise when writing to the Corinthian church." (4) This 
gem is found in I Corinthians 14, the entire chapter. The 
other New Testament references to glossolalia are few and 
not as important; namely, Mark 16:17, Acts 10:44-46, Acts 
19:6, I Corinthians 12:10, 28-30, and I Corinthians 13:1 
and 8. 

Already in Paul's lifetime, according to the fourteenth 
chapter of his first epistle to the Corinthians, glossolalia 
was faUing into disrepute. The scene pictured there seems 
to be onc of almost bedlam. Five types of glossolalists are 
described in that cllapter. There is first of all the glossolalist 
who is speaking in an "unknown tongue," - in a language 
known neither to himself nor to anyone else, - who claims 
he is speaking "not to men but to God." As long as Cod 
understands him, nothing else matters. "He speaketh mys· 
teries,'" intelligibltl to God. 

Beyond a doubt, some in tIlis group were genuine 
glossolalists. But some were no doubt spurious. How can we 
prove or disprove their assertion that even God understands 
them? Both this genuine and this spurious glossolalia was 
humanly worthless to his fellow meo. "Edifying himself, 
s.ays Paul. And of course, it cannot be interpreted. How 
could it be? It is not language. It is not communication 
with men. Only one person on earth speaks that language, 
and he can't interpret it. ( Vs. 1 to 4 ). 

In addition to the genuine and the spurious groups men
tioned, there is another glossolalist (vs. 6 ) slightly different 
(rom the two mentioned. Type 3 himself says: "Now I will 
interpret my own unknown utterances." He does so. The inter
pretation often seems to be rather trivial, "much ado about 
notlling", if verses 6 to 11 are any indication. Paul says that 
if even he himself spoke with tongues like that '"'what shaD 
I profi t YOll?", unless tIlere is with it "revelation, knowledge, 
prophesying and doctrine." The verses imply that these are 
absent in that man's strange discourse. Such speech is a 
"trumpet giving an uncertain sound." It is as words not 
"easy to be understood, as speaking into the air" (vs. 8, 9). 
<'Five words uttered" by Paul, "with understanding" were 
better than «ten thousand in an unknown tongue." ( vs. 19) . 



The fourth type requires an inteIpreter who says; "He 
doesn't know what he has been saying, but I can interpret 
it for you." In some cases this was no doubt actual inter
pretation of a genuine foreign language. But if the glosso
lallst was speaking in an unknown tongue, a language that 
was not a known language, it would require now also a 
miraculous gift of interpretation on the part of the inter
preter, a "miracle a deux." Barring a genuine miracle, such 
interpretation is obviously open to contamination, error, the 
use of a vivid imagination and outright fraud. 

The fifth type might be called "group glossolalia." Three 
or four glossolalists, each in a different unknown tongue, 
were simultaneously holding forth . Outsiders looked on and 
commented, "Ye are mad." (vs. 22 ). They suggest this was 
more like a madhouse than a church. It is not surprising 
that Paul advises, it is better to "keep silence" ( vs. 28). 
"God is not the author of confusion" (vs. 33) and '1et all 
things be done decently and in order." (Vs. 40 ) Paul there
fore laid down some glossolalia rules . (20) 

It is evident from I Corinthians, chapter 14, that glosso
lalia was rapidly becoming the least of all the spiritual 
gifts. The gift of tongues, possessed alone without faith, 
hope and love, became sounding brass and a tinkling cym
bal. It is nothing, profits nothing, will cease. Even Pente
costal glossolalia, using genuine foreign languages, or glos
solalia at its best, was a miraculous phenomenon of perhaps 
one day's grant to the individual so blessed. There is no 
evidence to suggest it enabled him to be a foreign mission
ary withou t "language study".( 19 ) 

Modem glossolalia is in an en tirely different category 
from Pentecost glossolalia and true glossolalia in the gospel 
age and the Pauline age. It is not so much that I do not 
believe that God could not act along these same lines today, 
for I do not limit the omnipotence of God. But for several 
reasons unknown to us, if we look at what passes for glosso
lalia in our modern age, it would seem that God very possi
bly does not choose to act thus through the miraculous in 
these days. And finally, these manifestations, as they appear 
today, can be physiologically and psychologically explained. 

Physiologi cal Considerations Relati ng to Glossolalia 
It would be a simple matter, at this point, to omit the 

physiological aspects and proceed to the psychological; in 
fact, to condense 111e psychological also, and write glosso
lalia off as ecstasy, catalepsy, mass hysteria, a psychological 
state in which the consciously controlling apparatus of the 
mind is not dominant, a state in which the primitive re
actions nnd their way to the surface, a state in whieh speech 
continues after thought is exhausted and a series of mean
ingless syllables results (4). But having done this, have we 
really explained anything? Call it dissociation of conscious
ness (21), automatic speech, an automatism, suggestion, 
self-hypnotism, clogging of the upper centers, or mere hys· 
terical gibberish, and what have we explained? 

True glossolalia, in which the use of an ident:i6able 
language occu rs, a language previously not spoken by the 
person who is now "with tongues," is extremely rare. Mosi· 
man (4) studied many sllch supposed cases and found not 
one to be authentic. Robert L. Dean, a contemporary psy
chologist (17 ) comes to the same conclusion. William James, 

gives the remarkable case of a woman who could neither 
read nor write but who in the delirium of fever raved in 
Latin, Greek and Hebrew, all of which was traced to her 
haVing worked in the home of a very scholarly pastor who 
read aloud for many years (5 ). Even if this could be ac
cepted as authentic, it would have to be written off as 
glossolalia due to brain pathology, brain fever. It would fall 
in the category of disturbed brain tissue, cases which Wilder 
Penfield describes (11). Having described it as brain path· 
ology, have we satisfied anyone at all who is really asking, 
like Mary of old, "How can this be?" ( Luke 1:34, Moffatt ). 

I warn you, that although physiology and psychology 
have some answers, and many strides forward have been 
made recently, "there remainetb yet very much land to be 
possessed!" Further, personally I am no expert in the field 
of neura-physiology. Experts could tell you this part of our 
problem much more adequately than I. My references to 
scholars in this neld will have to suffice (references 6 to 
14) to supplement what I am going to explain herC\vith. 

Glossolalia makes use of the brain . The brain is not the 
"mind" but is the physical organ which "mind" uses to ex
press the person. A person expresses himself in speaking, 
writing, acting (behavior), facial expression (love, anger, 
etc. ), emotions and other means, all of which must originate 
from the brain. To understand the "mind" you would have 
to know the anatomy of the brain (microscopic and macro· 
scopic ), its physiology, its pathology, its neurone circuits, its 
behavior (normally, abnormally and while under surgery). 
You would have to understand its learning process, its 
memory, its psychological working mechanisms, its totality. 
If you are Bnding this dull, just skip it. I warn you, harder 
things are coming. 

Cybernetics ond Glossolalia 
A new science has been formulated recently called 

cybernetics. (6). It is 111at branch of technology which deals 
with the complic'l.ted "nervous systems" of the complicated 
machines that have recently been devised; automatic 
machines, tele-communication devices, high speed com
putors, mechanical brains, "giant brains." Fonnerly, we 
could truly say: "Living things are distinguished fram non
living (machines) by the fact that the li ving are goal
directed ." Today machines also are goal-directed, solve 
problems, can "multiply more than 10,000 pairs of ten digit 
numbers in a single second ," something which no man can 
do. (7 ) (4 ). 

Now we are not here to glorify a man-made machine 
above a God-made man! Man made that machine what it 
is! Man must feed into it informatio n. Man must build into 
it an intricate device to hold information (memory) . The 
feeding of information is like its sensory nervous system. 
Man must build into it devices that control (intellect, will ) 
the steps in the acting-out process toward the goal (be-
havior ) . Man must build into it a master control of all the 
successive parts of the operation in proper sequence (cen
tral nervous system). Man must build into it a device by 
which the macl1ine communicates its output or its answers 
to man ( peripheral nervous system, activity, speaking, 
reaching goals) . (7) . 



,It has been said: "The brain is like a computing 
machine." Dr. Wanen McCullough adds: "But there is no 
computing machine like the brain ." (8). Gerhardt Von 
Bonin, M.D., adds: "A computing machine can essentially 
only execute a program that is given to it by a human brain, 
but the human brain is able to program its own activity." 
(6) 	(9). 

Cybernetics can be very useful to us here in understand
ing glossolalia. If these machines "with intelligence", (one 
part of which is a "servomechanism" making the machine 
"directed toward a goal"). behave in some ways like living 
beings, then we can learn from these machines, which man 
himself has made, how we behave. (6) 

Further, the most complicated computor in existence 
is a mere toy compared with the human brain. These 
"'mechanical brains" may have built into them a total of 
perhaps as many as fifty thousand tubes and may store up 
all the information you might closely type on fifteen pages, 
let us say. But the hwnan brain has ten billion tubes. It can 
store in its memory an almost infinite amount of material, 
is self-feeding, self-repairing, self-programming, and is 
hOllsed inside one ordinary skulL To duplicate it by a 
machine, says McCullough, one such machine of ten billion 
tubes, would require a building as large as the Empire 
State building, would take all the power Niagara Falls 
could supply by turbines to run it electrically, and would 
require all the water of Niagara River to cool it. (8). The 
human brain has been called "the most complex structure 
we know in the universe." 

If we now tum to the human memory organ, "the Tape 
Hecorder in your brain" (10) as Jolm Pfeiffer calls it, we 
find a storehouse of remembered experience that is simply 
astounding. Every thing we experienced, or have seen, 
heard, read about, felt, or reacted emotionally to, is stored. 
there, awaiting the correct cue to be released. These corre
spond to the input or the things «fed" into a computer. 

Dr. Wilder Penfield, neurosurgeon of Toronto, Canada, 
tells how he discovered the area of the brain which is the 
chief memory center, while doing brain surgery, in his 
memorable monograph ( 11 ) . John Pfeiffer says enough 
material is stored in each person's brain, or can be stored as 
facts, to fin one hundred forty million issues of Coronet. (8) 

Dr. Wilder Penfield touched certain areas of the exposed, 
cut brain surface with an electrode carrying a weak current 
during surgery on adults under local anesthesia (for the 
brain tissue itself is insensitive to pain ). At once the subject 
said: "I see something, I hear something. It is something I 
have not seen or heard for years. I am a child, I am in my 
mother's kitchen. My mother says to my brother: 'John, you 
have your coat on backwards.''' Penfield returned to the 
same area a bit later. Again, like a phonograph playing in 
the same groove, the patient recited the same scene and the 
identical words. Similar results were obtained on other 
patients. 

Some physiologists suppose that memory is like (a) 
photography. Others think it is like (b} a punch card sys
tem in a computer. Most likely memory consists of some 
specific change, some (c) imprint on the molecules in the 
brain ceUs in the memory areas. ( 7 ). There must also be 

(d) a filing system of the memory .engrams and (e) an 
electrical method of racing among the files at the speed of 
electricity to produce the required embedded material at 
instant notice. Memory is a legion of reverberating chains 
of closed loops, not only storing the fact but recalling the 
fact to us, and reliving the fact, so that we say: "I saw this, 
I said this, this is my previous experience." 

Out Of "Nothing" Comes "Nothing" Except 
"Humanly-Manufactured Babbling" 

Obviously nothing can come out of each individual brain 
that was not once previously stored there. Materials stored 
may be altered, fragmented, confused, distorted but cannot 
be humanly created. Also, it is obvious that language, (be 
it Hebrew, Greek, Latin, Hindustani, Hausa, and so forth ) 
which comes out as languag~ in glossolalia, must have been 
introduced somehow in that person's life. Even if that per
son was not conscious he 01' she had heard those words, or 
that a memory engram was being recorded, these had never
theless been previously deposited there. This will explain 
the very few cases of modem genuine glossolalia, if there 
are any. 

As an educator very ungrammatically once said con
cerning teaching: "You can't no more teach what you don't 
know, than you can come from where you ain't been;" so 
with glossolalia: "You can't no more speak ( output ) a 
language ( like Greek) of which your memory has no 
deposits (or input ) than you could come from Greece 
where you ain't never yet beenI" It is anatomically, physio
logically and psychologically impossible. It is contrary to the 
laws of the universe. The only exception would be in cases 
in which God was interposing by means of the miraculous. 
Present day glossolalists who would claim such repetitious 
miraculous intervention through their minds day after day, 
with such insignificant revelations as are being produced 
today are, it would seem, misguided or are presumptuous. 
It is like the Himalayan ~'Iountain in obstetrical labor and 
prodUCing a mouse! 

McCullough says: "It is easy to understand how a brain 
can go wrong. That it ever really can function rightly is 
almost unbelievable." (8) If you overload a computing 
machine it develops neurotic symptoms. Computer opera
tors state that even the machine can act like it is "possessed 
of demons" with ideas and purposes of its own. (8). They 
call these demons "gremlins." Instead of a check for five 
dollars the machine may issue a check for five trillion 
dollars, or instead of an orderly output it may spew out non
sense if it is pushed beyond its limits. 

Is 	it then strange that the intricate human brain should 
go wrong, should rattle off unintelligible nonsense syllables, 
broken phrases, pseudo language? Mechanically, this is very 
possible. However, it is also possible for it to utter intelli
gent discourse. TIus it does, from memory, daily. Have you 
ever read St. Augustine's rhapsody on the wonder of the 
memory, a panegyric of praise to God for memory? ( 15 ). 

Returning to glossolalia, if we now add to the anatomico
physiological things that can function correctly or that can 
go 	 wrong, - that can account for "speaking in unknown 
tongues" (authentic or spurious) - if we now add the many 
psychological factors that enter into glossolalia, to which we 
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shall next tum our attention, it is evident we must not 
hastily conclude: "'I1lis is miraculous, a work of Godl'" ''By 
their fruits ye shall know them." May not this "speaking 
with tongues" be the product of abnonnal psychology? We 
shall consider the psychological implications in another 
issue. 
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THE REFORIUTION AND THEOLOGY 

by 	FRED H. 

"This is the golden age of theology, It cannot ri6e 
higher; because we have ccme so far as to sit in iudg
ment on all the doctors of the church and test them by 
the judgment of the apostles and prophets." 

I N THESE WORDS from his Table Talk, Luther indi
cates that the Reformation was also the reformation of 

theology. Since the true church is ileing built upon the 
apostles and prophets, Christ Jesus himseU being the chief 
comer stone" ( Ephesians 2:20 ),1 the rediscovery of the 
Dible and through it the rediscovery of salvation by grace 
alone through Jesus Christ required the refonnation of the 
church not only, but the reformation of aU of life and not 
least the refonna tion of theology as well. 

It is important to remember, howevC!'. that the Roman 
Catholic Church then as now officially confesses that the 
Dible is the inspired, infallible and inerrant Word of Cod. 
The paradox is that this Church with its high view of 
inspiration has actually muzzled Scripture's authority and 
virtually eliminated its living power. For the Scholastic 
thoologians such as Thomas Aquinas, the Bible had become 
"a mere source·book for dogmatic disputation, ossified in 
an alien tongue, instead of the living Word of Jesus Christ 
to the ehurches."2 This example is "a warning that even a 
materially impeccable doctrine may be held and taught and 
applied in such a way that the true insights of the Bible 
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are suppressed, and the result is a distortion which achieVES 
the very opposite of what is intended, and is almost worse 
than naked error."s The warning is applicable to Rome 
today, to orthodoxy also and in quite another way to the 
contemporary theology of our day. 

Th e Contri butions of lul"er and Melanchthon 
The seed of the Reformation sprouted and finally took 

root as Luther, an Augustinian monk, studied the Scriptures 
in preparation for his lectures from 1513-1518 on the 
Psalms, Romans, Galatians and Hebrews. It was the power 
of that living Word that led him to his courageous work of 
refonnation, and to subject the theology of the great 
scholastics to "the judgment of the apostles and prophets" 
and to reject this unholy synthesis of Scripture with 
Aristotle. As the Reformers searched the Scriptures and 
sought to bring "every thought into captivity to the obedi
ence of Christ" (2 Corinthians 10:5 ). they produced solid, 
expository commentaries on the books of the Bible; stirring 
confessions of faith, creeds and catechisms; moving tracts 
and treatises; and significant works on systematic theology. 
It was their view of the Bible as the very Word of God 
written that led them to produce these works in systematic 
theology in which they attempted to set forth "the whole 
counsel of God" ( Acts 20:27 ) in an orderly and unified 
manner. 



Although Luther did not write a systematic theology, the 
opening quotation dcmonstrates that he knew the whole of 
theology had to be rcfonned and therefore rethought and 
rewritten, His own contributions were considerable, and 
his catechisms prescnt a comprehensive and unified picrure 
of his Protestant faith. Luther's associate and successor, 
Philip Melanchthon, was the first to produce a Protestant 
handbook on dogmatics or systematic theology, which 
Luther said was after the Scriptures "the most perfect of 
works," 

Melanchthon had been lecturing on the book of Romans, 
When he discover(.>d that someone had published the notes 
of some student. he decided to revise and re-arrange his 
lectures for publication having "nothing in view but to 
assist in onc way or another the srudies of those who wish 
to bc conversant with the Scriphlres,"4 This work was called 
Loci Communes, common places, since Melanchthon 
arranged the teaching of Romans in a methodical manner 
under such topics as God, unity, trinity, creation, man, 
grace, faith, hope, charity, predestination, sin etc. Although 
Melanchthon did not escape a compromising synthesis, 
especially in his later work, his Biblical and refonnatory 
aims are clearly expressed here; 

"Moreover, because it concerns the whole argument, the 
11rincipal topics 0/ Christian discipline are indicated in 
order that yout"s may understand both what things are 
to be sought out in the Scriptures, as weU as leam under 
wlwt base hallucinations they labor everywhere in 
I,heological science, who have handed down to us Ille 
subtle pratings of A/islot/e, instead of the doctrine 0/ 
Christ,"S 

Colvin' s Aim and Method 
The aim of John Calvin was similar, but his success was 

far greater. In his Itlstitutes of the Christian Religion we 
have the most significant single work to come from the 
Reformation. Expressed as a vibrant, dynamic confession of 
faith, it is at the same time a most significant work in 
systematic theology for it eovers the entire scope of the 
Scriptural teacrung, The first edition of 1536 was a brief 
compendium of his Refonned faith, but as the work ex
panded through the various editions to the final edition of 
1559, it served as a textbook for the instruction of students 
in the Scripture, Calvin puts it this way; 

"Moreover, it has been my pmpose in this labor to pre
pare and instruct candidates in sacred theology for the 
rending 0/ the divine Word, in order that they may be 
able both to Ilaoo easy access to it and to advance in it 
without stumbling, For I believe I have so embraced the 
sum of religion in all its parts, and have arranged it in 
such an order, that i/ anyone rightly grasps it, it will 
not be difficult for 1Jim to determine wllat he ought 
especially to seek in Scripture, and to wTlOt end he ought 
to reklfe its contents,"G 
The Institutes reRects Calvin's grasp of the Scriptures, 

The various editions of the work reflect his enriched under
standing of Scripture through the writing of his various 
commentaries, The most striking illustration is the major 
enlargement of the Institutes in the second edition of 1539 
which clearly reflects the in8uence of his commentary on 

the Romans which was also publisbed in 1539. 
The opening words of the Institutes reveal that Calvin 

has made a radical break with the Scholasticism of the 
Middle Ages. The scholastics were accustomed to speak of 
knowledge or science (scientia) while Calvin speaks of our 
wisdom (sapientia) consisting of two inseparable elements. 
namely, the knowledge of God and the know1edge of our
selves. For Calvin the knowledge of God necessarily in
volves religion or piety: "'indeed, we shall not say that, 
properly speaking, Cod is known where there is no religion 
or piety."? While emphasizing the clarity of God's general 
revelation so that no man is without excuse for not knowing 
Cod, Calvin recognizes the noetic effects of sin and breaks 
wi.th the natural theology of Rome and the scholastics. He 
humbly acknowledges that "no one can get even the slight
est taste of right and sound doctrine unless he be a pupil of 
Scriphlre,"S recognizing also that one becomes a pupil of 
Scripture through the manifold workings of the Holy Spirit. 
The theologian's relation to Scriphlre is summarized in the 
following: 

"Not fo take too long, let u.s remember here, as in aU 
religiOUS doctrine, tTlat we ought to hold to one rule of 
modesty and sobriety; not to speak, or guess, or even to 
seek to klWW, concerning obscure matters anything ex
cept wTwt has been imparted to us by God's Word, , , , 
Let us not indulge in curiosity or in the investigation 
0/ unprofitable things. ... The theologian's task is not 
to dioert the ears with chatter, but to strengthen con
sciences by teaching things true, sure, and profitable."9 

Thus in his systematic writings Calvin always attempted to 
set forth biblical theology. Faithfulness to the Word was his 
fundamental n.im: to avoid the frigid speculations of the 
philosophers, to speak when the Scriptures spoke. to be 
silent when the Scriptures were silent. "For our wisdom," 
he said , "ought to be nothing else than to embrace with 
humble teachableness, and at least without finding fault, 
whatever is taught in Sacred Scripture."lO Therefore he 
dared to speak about the mystery of the trinity hecause he 
was seeking to conform his thoughts and words to the sure 
rule of Scripture. 11 And for the same reason he must also 
teach and defend the doctrine of God's sovereign and just 
reprobation: "I can declare with all truth that I should 
never have spoken on this subject, unless the Word of God 
had led the way, as indeed all godly readers of my earlier 
writings, and especially of my Institutes, will readily 
gather."12 

The Seventeenth Century Theol og ian s 
The Hefonners' faith in Scriphlre as the authoritative 

revelation of Cod himself was basic to their refonnation of 
theology. Their understanding of the truth revealed by 
Scripture was also fundamental to their attempts to write 
systematic theologies in which the doctrine of the Word 
was restated in an orderly. unified manner. And in writing 
theology they consciollsly sought to overcome the scholastic 
syntllesis with non-Christian philosophy - even while un
ashamedly and confidently writing systematic theologies of 
biblical content. 

The great stimulus of the Reformation led to increased 
theological reflection in the post-Refonnation period, The 
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Lutheran and Refonned theologians of the seventeenth 
century shared the Refonners' high view of the inspimtion 
and authority of Scripture. In the area of systematic theol
ogy especially they produced several imposing works. 

Although the bitter attack of neo-orthodox theologians 
upon the orthodoxy of the seventeenth century is exag
gerated, several dangerous tendencies did develop within 
Protestantism aU too soon after the Reformation itself. The 
most serious defect and one with far-reaching consequences 
was the "tendency to subject genuinely scriptural material 
to alien Aristotelian or Cartesian principles and modes of 
presentation which result in a measure of distortion from 
the standpoint of true Biblical and Refonnation doctrine. 
which give an ambiguity still reflected in scholarly assess
ments of the period."I:! There were other tendencies 14 in
volving features of the doctrine of inspiration that have 
been the occasion for much of the attack upon the orthodox 
view of Scripture and which have been avoided especially 
by some Refonned theologians who speak of the nature of 
inspiration as organic while maintaining the plenary. verbal 
extent of the divine inspiration. The unfortunate result of 
the synthesis with Aristotelian or Cartesian principles led 
to a Protestant scholasticism which had many of the same 
disastrous resu lts that Medieval scllolasticism had had. 
Scripture was too often viewed as a mere textbook of dog
matic truth and the systematic theologies of the period lost 
the vitality and warmth of Calvin's Institutes, in spite of 
the agreement that existed in the essentials of the Christian 
faith. 

Modernism or Liberal Theology 
Gradually there developed a liberal theology of which 

Friedrich Schleicrmacher ( d.1834 ) was the father and the 
philosopher Immanuel Kant (d.I804 ) was the grandfather. 
During the eighteenth century the Enlightenment under
mined the Christian faith of many with its confidence in the 
power of human reason. Only that in the Bible which could 
be confirmed by reason was accepted. Kant's philosophy 
rejected the possibility of factual knowledge of God or the 
super-sensible order. A naturalistic spirit led men to deny 
the possibility of miracles and to reject the supernatural. 
With the development of modem science and the applica
tion of DalWinian evolution, there arose a new view of life 
which no longer deserved to be called Christian even 
though it continued to insist upon its Christian character. 

Liberal theology was rooted in humanism; it involved 
faith in man rather than faith in God. Whereas the He
formers had been moved to the reformation of theology by 
their rediscovery of the authOritative Word of God. the 
liberal rejection of Scripture as the Word of God led them 
to a revolution in the area of theology and a rejection of the 
ndOlmers. 

Schleiermacher looked upon man's religious feeling as 
the essence of Christianity. But he refused to regard Scrip
ture as the nonn and standard of Christian life. He also 
denied that the task of the theologian is to expound the 
authoritative Word of God in its relevance for life today. 
It seeks, rather, to describe accurately the state of religious 
feeling of a given people at a given time. Even the word 
"theology" must fina lly be replaced, and "science of religion" 

is used to describe this new theology. Adjusting to the 
demands of modern science, liberal theology became the 
history of religion, the psychology of religion and the 
philosophy of religion. Under the leadership of A. Ritschl 
and then of Harnack. Herrmann and Troeltsch. it held sway 
into the twentieth century. 

Neo- orth odox Theology 
While the rise of rationalism and liberalism led to the 

dissolution of dogmatics or systematic theology as it had 
been pursued by the Reformers and their faithful succes
sors, it was the First World War which contributed to the 
demolition of liberal theology. Faith in man was shattered 
by the brutality of world war. Many liberal theologians 
and ministers, seeing their presuppositions challenged by 
the brute realities of life, turned in frustration and despair 
to Scriplure and the Reformers for aid. Out of that back
ground came Karl Barth's Commentary on Romans in 1919, 
and there began the present tlleological era. 

Contemporary neo-orthodoxy, as it is frequently called, 
recognizes the universal sinfulness of man and the im
potence of his reason or other facu lties for reaching God. 
Acknowledging the need of revelation, they display new 
respect for Scripture and the Hefonners. However. these 
neo-orthodox theologians refuse to accept Scripture as the 
very revelation of God himself. At that important point they 
profess their continued agreement with liberalism. Biblical 
criticism or higher criticism is said to he scientifically 
demonstrated, so that to abandon this view of Scripture 
would be ohscurantistic and out-dated. At this cruciaJ point. 
then. neo-orthodoxy accepts the Kantian denial of the possi
bility of factua l or historical revelation and knowledge of 
God. Hence the nature of revelation and the place of the 
Bible in comlection with revelation remains a decisive issue 
in theology today. 

The widespread aversion to classic forms of systematic 
theology today is rooted in neo-orthodoxy's general accept
ance of the liberal view of the Bible. Imposing theologies 
arc being written. such as Karl Barth's CTturch Dogmatics, 
Emil Brunner's Christian Dogmatics and Paul Tillich's 
SysteT1Ultic Theology. But they differ radically in fonn and 
content from SUcll classic Reformed theologies as those of 
Calvin, Kuyper, Bavinck, Hodge and Bcrkhof. According to 
Karl Barth "systematic theology," presumably in the line of 
those just mentioned , is as paradoxical as a "wooden iron." 

The key to this disparagement of systematic theology 
today and the exaltation of ''biblical theology" actually 
roots in neo-orthdoxy's refusal to acknowledge Scripture as 
the inspired, authOritative, revelational Word of God. At 
best Scripture is held to be a witness to revelation, and 
then a fallible witness at that. Revelation is conceived of 
primarily as "encounter" and verbal communication is de
nied. While RefOimed theologians understood God's revela
tion to be both a word and fact revelation, today's theology 
stresses event but denies even the possibility of word or 
propositional revelation. The identification of Scripture with 
the Word of Cod is held to be an idol of orthodoxy which 
has now fa llen to pieces in the wake of modern science. 

Any theology which refuses to submit believingly and 
joyfully to the Scriphlfe as God's seU-revelation carries the 



seeds of its own decay. Neo-orthodoxy in its Barthian fonn 
began as a reaction theology and that reaction has already 
moved against Barth himself. And even Rudolf Bulbnann, 
the New Testament scholar who rose to prominence at the 
expense of Barth's popularity, is already seeing his influ
ence wane. Contemporary theologians may continue to 
reject the validi~ of Refonned systematic theology, but this 
is only the symptom of the disease which leads them to 
reject God's very revelation of himself. The crisis in that 
illness is being reached as they beoome increasingly restless 
in their frustrating search for the revelation they refuse to 
accept. 

Conclusion 
While many contemporary theologians haughtily sneer 

at systematic theology and exalt what they call "'biblical 
theology," they are eitber sadly misunderstanding the nature 
of Refonned systematic theology or, consciously or un
consciously, camou8aging an unbiblical view of revelation 
and an altered view of the Christian faith. How much truer 
to Scripture and the Refonners is the view of the late 
Gerhardus Vas who was himseU a pioneer in Refonned 
biblical theology. He reoogruzed the legitimacy and neces
sity of both disciplines stemming from an obedient study of 
Scripture as God's Word. Vas denies that biblical theology, 
his own particular field of specialization, was inherently 
more biblical than systematic theology or adhered more 
closely to the truths of Scripture. A difference in the 
principle of organizing the Biblical material constituted the 
uniqueness of each. 

"Whereas Systematic Theology takes the Bible as a 
completed whole and endeaVOf's to exhibit its total teach
ing in an orderly, systematic form, Biblical Theology 
deals with the material fram the historical standpoint, 
seeking to exhibit the organic growth or development 
of the truths of Special Revelation from the primitive 
preredemptive Special Revelation given in Eden to the 
close of the New Testament canon."'IS 

From the famous New Testament scholar, J. Gresham 
Machen, we hear a similar sound. He frankly asserts that at 
the old Princeton Seminary where he taught theology, the 
center of the curriculum was to be found in the deparbnent 
of systematic theology. And then he adds: 

"For my part, I have always regarded the study of the 
New Testament, to which I have given my life, as ancil
lary to that otller department [i.e. systematic theology}. 
New Testament study has its own methods, indeed; but 
ultimately its aim should be to aid in the establishment 
of that system of doctrine that the Scripture contai11$."16 
Behind the complex theological scene of our day with 

the oft expressed rivalry of biblical and systematic theology 
and the frequent disparagement of the latter by the fonner, 
there lurks the greater danger. That greater danger is that 
many contemporary theologians no longer know what the 
Word of Cod is! In that they differ from Calvin and Luther 
and from Vas and Machen. Hefonned theology in all its 
branches - and specifically now, Refonned systematic 
theology - is possible only when men learn believing]y to 
accept Scripture as the very Word of God written I 
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UNDER CHURCH SPIRES:-:;:·
1

- ""- RENEWAL 
IN . ~ 

ROME? . . . . 
Vatican II is again in session in the venerable city of 

Rome. From all over the earth the princes of the church have 
assembled to undertake the business assigned to them earlier. 
No longer is the gentle hand of John XX]II a t the helm. The 
question repeatedly raised in the minds and even on the lips 
of many ecclesiastical leaders, both within as well as outside 
of the Homan church, is: "Will Pope Paul steer the church 
in the course set by his predecessor or in the direction of the 
desires of the papal Curia?" 

I nitially the council was convened. to review the place of 
the church in the mooern world and reassess her traditional 
response. Out of this, it was hoped, would develop a more 
positive approach to other Christian communions and the 
multitudes who are estranged from the gospel. 

Criticism from within has not been lacking. One stands 
amazed at times, when reading how openly some of both 
laity and clergy speak about the church to which they belong. 

The editor of World View, James Finn, asks in the light 
of new developments, "Have the progressives realized. and 
used their strength, or have they fragmented on the rock of 
conservative tradition? Will the church continue to open to 



the world - or are the windows already beginning to close 
once more? Can the Council under Pope Paul VI follow upon, 
or does it diverge from the exciting course charted by John? 
Will it make a clear statement on religious liberty that is so 
eagerly awaited? Will it publicly confess its fault to the Jews 
and clarify its hue relation to them?'" 

The strength of the traditionalists lies in the Roman Curia, 
the administrative ann of the papacy. And within this body 
especially the Holy Office, the congregation charged with 
matters of faith and morals, is notorious for resisting any 
real change. This fact, long recognized but seldom admitted 
in public, seems to be freely discussed. No one less than 
Cardinal Frings of Cologne, Cermany, speaks of this agency 
of the church as one "whose methods and behavior do not 
confonn at all to the modem era, and are a cause of scandal 
to the world," 

Meanwhile the work continues. 

The Catholic Hour broadcast, exceptionally adept at 
• 	 presenting the church in its most favorable light, is currently 

running a series of interviews with high-ranking clergy from 
all over the world. Recently three archbishops presented their 
views on what was taking place. Cardinal Koenig of Vienna 
discussed in great detail the subject of "collegiality." It was 
evident that although the bishops are apparently to take a 
larger place in discussions on church affairs, doctrinal and 
moral as well as adminisb"ative, the supremacy of the pope 
will be upheld. Noteworthy is Rome's concern about the 
"laity,'" too long occupying a purely passive role. The Belgian 
cardinal in discussing his position insisted that for the health 
and influence of the church much greater attention would 
have to be paid to the "apostolate" of all the faithful than 
had been done heretofore . This in addition to having mass in 
the vernacular and to encouraging the members to read the 
Bible makes evangelicals wonder whether Rome has been 
more influenced by Protestantism than she has been willing 
to recognize. 

What all this will mean for the individual Roman Catholic 
is difficult to determine. We believe that the Holy Spirit, who 
works savingly with the word of the living Cod, is the power
ful and prevailing "wind" of Cod and "bloweth where it (he) 
Iisteth, and thou hearest the sound thereof but canst not tell 
whence it cometh, and whither it gooth. So is every one that 
is born of the Spirit." (John 3:8) What all this will mean for 
the church at large is even more difficult to determine. The 
struggle between the traditional and the liberal factions of 
the Roman church is much mOre in the open than ever be
fore. Yet there is no indication that Rome is at this time ready 
to reform herself radically in obedience to the Word of Cod 
which abides forever. 

THE CHRISTIAN AND HIS GUILT-COMPLEX .... 

In the October 1964 issue Eternity introduces a series of 
articles writtcn by Donald F. Tweedie Jr., director of the 
Counseling Center of Fuller Theological Seminary. 

Under the general theme "Faith and your Feelings" he 
will disclIss such cmotions as guilt, anxiety, anger, fear and 
joy. At a later date these articles wm be combined and made 
available in book fonn. 

TORCH 	and TRUMPET November 1964 

TI16 first article deals with "guilt." Here our attention is 
directed to some striking changes which are taking place 
among psychologists and psychiabists. The situation is briefly 
but irrfonnatively stated. "It is universally accepted that 
guilt states have a debilitating and deteriorating effect on 
your personality development. Almost no one affiliated \vith 
persons having mental and emotional disorders could fail to 
see how central guilt states are in psychopathological dis
orders. There has been considerable difference of opinion, 
however, as to how to understand and intClpret these guilt 
states. Generally they have been divided into two different 
categories: real guilt and neurotic guilt. .." 

Mter discussing the position of Ernest White, a Christian 
psychiatrist from England, Tweedie makes mention of the 
challenge presented by an outstanding American psychol
ogist, Hobart Mowrer. His position constitutes a rather 
radical break with what we have been hearing heretofore. 

Mowrer in an article "Sin, the Lesser of Two Evils" urges 
contemporary psychologists not only to repudiate what be 
considers to be an arbitrary and misleading distinction be
tween guilt as real and guilt as neurotic; he also insists that 
the prior act which gives rise to such feelings be labelJed 
"sin." 

This is a healthy and hopeful reaction against what has 
long prevailed in this field. 

Against this background we can understand the position 
taken by Tweedie. "So that when I am dealing with a person 
who feels guilty, I presume that this person has really violated 
Cod's law and stands in need of repentance. I presume also 
that his feeling state is a ministry of the Holy Spirit in his 
life which would stimulate him to repentance. That this per
son (speaking by way of example of a young lady who has 
guilt feelings because of wearing lipstick!) also needs help 
in haVing his 'conscience cleansed: to lead him from the de
vious path of pharisaic tradition is undoubtedly b"ue. But 
just because he moy be in a state of spiritual ignorance or 
immaturity docs not mean that actions which offend his 
conscience are not real offenses with moral Significance. It 
seems to me to be a defensible thesis that all guilt is a con
sequonce of real sin ." 

In our day, when so many consciences are seared with a 
hot iron, something like this needs constant emphasis. Ours 
is time of increased mental and spiritual disorders, also 
among those who name the name of our Lord Jesus Cl1ri$t. 
Meanwhile the power of sin as rebellion against Cod and his 
holy ordinances for the welfare of man's life has been soh
pedalled in many churches which claim to be Bible-believing. 
Sin is so often regarded as something which exists "out there" 
among harlots and publicans, not in the hearts and lives of 
those who fill the pews Sunday after Sunday. 

No wonder much preaching, while expatiating on all the 
social and political problems of an increasingly complex world 
in an attempt to be relevant, is about the most irrelevant ill
fluence in the lives of countless church people. It no longer 
strikes home. It so seldom speaks about man's personal rela
tion and responsibility to Cod. It only skims the surface of 
people's lives. It misses the depth-dimension of the Bible. 
And what could possibly be more irrelevant than that? 
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A BOOK REVIEW 

Historiography And The History Of Israel 

by JOHN H. STEK 

O F THE PUBLICATION of histories of Israel there 
seems to be no end nowadays. Among the more 

recent can be mentioned: M. Noth, The History of Israel 
(Eng. ed.• New York, 1958); J. Bright, A H"'ory of I",ael 
(Ph;]a., 1959); H. M. Orlin,ky, Ancient 1=01 (Cornell 
University Press, 2nd ed., 1960); W. F. Albright, The Bib
lical Period From Abraham To Ezra (Harper Torchbooks, 
1963); J. T. Meek, Hebrew Origins (2nd ed., 1950, Harper 
Torchbooks,1960 ); G. Ricciotti, Israel, Its Life and Culture 
(Eng. ed., Bruce Publishing Co., 2nd ed., 1955); E. J. 
Bickennan, The Jews; Their History, Culture and Religion 
(1949); J. Muilenburg, "The History of the Religion of 
Israel," The Interpreters Bible, Vol. I (Abingdon Press, 
1952); B. W. Anderson, Und€1'standing the Old Testament 
( Prentice.Ha1I, Inc., 1957 ); S. J. Schultz, The Old T esta. 
ment Speaks (Harper & Brothers, 1960); M. A. Beek, A 
Short History of Israel From Abraham To Bar Chochba 
(Eng. ed., Harper & Row, 19(3 ); not to mention the his
torical texts of recent Bible atlases and of survey reports of 
archaeological finds which have bearing on the study of the 
Old Testament. 

The reasons for this prolificacy are not far to find. ( 1 ) 
Historiography, having come of age only in the 19th cen
tury, is still in the vigor of its youth. (2) Archaeology of 
the Near East continues to enlarge its treas ures of historical 
materials, lighting up with a thousand lights the darkness 
long settled on the ancient past. (3) Rapidly expanding 
schools and colleges have an insatiable appetite for good 
textbooks. (4) Biblical scholarship, having largely aban
doned acceptance of (inscripturated) word revelation, is 
preoccupied with historical events as the only solid sub
stance of revelation, for which reason the search is on for 
the historical Israel. 

And now there has appeared another history of Israel. 
This one, entitled Israel and the Nations ( Wm. B. Eerd
mans, 1963, 225 pp., $3.95), was written by the noted 
British scholar Dr. F. F. Bruce in response to "a request 
by a group of Scripture teachers for a handbook which 
might prove useful to them in their work." Jt is also in
tended to serve "in some sort as prolegomena to the volumes 
in the Paternoster Church History series" ( Preface). The 
author is one who by his many writings has attained for 
himself the reputation of a prince among Evangelical New 
Testament scholars. 

In view of the historicism! which is reflected in most 
histories of Israel, and the reputation of the present author, 
One reaches for this book with that touch of eagerness 

which is born of expectation. For there seems to be prom
ise here of the fulfilment of an urgent need - the need for 
a textbook on the history of Israel for the senior highschool 
and coUege classroom, which is competent, informed up
to-the-minute, stylistically attractive, concise, and above 
all true to a biblically controlled principle of historiography 
- a textbook on the history of brael which can indeed assist 
Scripture teachers in their efforts to communicate to their 
students a thorough and proper understanding of Scripture. 

But disappointment comes with reading for the promise 
is not fu16l1ed. Concise this work is, and pleasant of style. 
The scholarship is up-to-date, and the over-aU competence 
of the work leaves little to be desired. The inter-testamental 
period is done in an especiaUy masterful manner. An ex
pert has obviously been at work. 

Yet it must be said that this book, for all its many 
splendid qualities, manifests a major (and common ) fault 
which vitiates the whole work. This fault springs from what 
can only be judged to be an impossible purpose and an 
improper method. 

The writer sets himself the task of constructing "a 
political narrative" of Israel's history (Introduction). in the 
COurse of which "Israel's religion is dealt with only in
Cidentally, for all its centrality in the life and continuity of 
the nation;" this for the purpose of providing Scripture 
teachers with a useful teaching aid ; and the publishers of 
a Churcll history series with a prolegomena for their sel;es 
( Preface). Methodologically the writer uses Holy Scripture 
not as a body of "'canonical writings" but only as "historical 
source-documents of first-rate worth" (Introduction). 

Since the author has taken this statement of purpose and 
method seriously, one mllst take care to understand it well . 
To provide Scripture teachers with a useful teaching aid, 
and to supply a prolegomena to a Church history series, 
the writer undertakes to write a "'political narrative" of 
Israel in the midst of the nations. The focus , therefore, is 
not art, or economics, Or non-political social forms and 
changes, or religious faith, but politics, i.e., the political 
events in the life of Israel as a people in the midst of the 
peoples. And the purpose is not merely to present data re
lated to such events but the construction of a political nar
rative. That means the relating of events in terms of cause 
and effect with a view to constructing a coherent political 
history. Furthermore, the method adopted is such that al
lusion to matters of Israel's religion can be reduced to mere 
incidental references, and Holy Scriptures can be used sim
ply as "historical source-documents of first-rate worth." 

The implications of this last are far-reaching, and it is 
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important that we note some of them. I call attention to 
three. (1) To write a history of Israel in this manner is to 
work historiographically as if there were no "religious" fac
tors, such as special revelations and unique redemptive 
events to which the whole of Israel's national life was a 
response (whether in faithfulness or unfaithfulness), which, 
as such, need be taken into account in relating the political 
fortunes of this people. It is to write a political history of 
Israel as if the political fortunes of Israel were determined 
by purely political factors. ( 2) It is implied that the muse 
of history is autonomous when writing a political history of 
Israel, and that the canonicm Scriptures do not provide the 
key to the understanding of that history. And (3), it is im
plied that in the construction of a political narrative of 
Israel the historical data of Scripture are to be subjected 
to all the criteria of historical criticism. 

.. 00000 

To undertake such a task and with such a method is to 
write a history of Israel as though Israel were not Israel, 
as though she were but one of the many peoples of the 
ancient Near East and not the peculiar creation of the sav
ing acts and (inscripturated ) word revelation of God. It 
is comparable to an attempt to write a history of the Church 
as though the Church were but a sociological element in 
human society along side of and undifferentiated from other 
sociological elements such as the nobility and the trade 
guilds of medieval Europe, or the AFL-CIO, the Republican 
Party, and the NAACP of contemporary America. (Is that 
the kind of Church history contemplated in the series of 
which this will serve as prolegomena? ) Or, to employ an
other comparison, it is like attempting to write a biography 
of Jesus taking little account of "religious" factors and 
drawing on Scripture only as a body of historical sourcc
documents rather than as canonical writings. 

Now it seems self-evident (although it has not always, 
OOr to all) that any attempt to write a "secular" (to use a 
common but unfortunate expression ) biography of Jesus, 
i.e., to attempt to write a life of Jesus by the empirical 
historical method alone, is to preclude at the outset the 
possibility of ever finding the real Jesus of history who is 
none other than the Lord Jesus Christ of the canonical 
Scriptures. If historiography, even when writing about 
Jesus, is restricted to the empirical method and cannot be 
illumined by revelation, then the historicism of the 19th 
century is right: the historian, qua historian, can l-now only 
"the Jesus of history," but never the Christ of God. Yet that 
is to say that the historian, qua historian, can never know 
the Jesus of history for the Jesus who belongs to our history 
;$ the Christ of God. To know Jesus only "after the flesh" 
is not to know him. 

It is, I would judge, equally impossible to write a history 
of the Church by means of mere empirical historicism with
out having the Church, as Church, elude one's scientific 
grasp. For how does one discover by empirical method that 
the Church is the mystical body of that Christ who has 
been made the Lord of all history, that it is the temple of 
the Holy Spirit, the creation of the Lord Jesus Christ, the 
pillar and ground of the truth? Yet how can one write a 
history of the Church without taking into account these 
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fundamental facts about the nature of the Church? 
Similarly, a political narrative of Israel's history, based 

on mere "historical source-documents" and on archaeolog
ical data cannot but fail. For the Israel whose political 
narrative is thus related is then no longer the Tsrael of Holy 
Scripture nor the real Israel of the past. The lUlrratlve thus 
constructed (in distinction from the data employed in the 
construction) can only lead to a mis-understanding of Scrip
ture, not to its illumination. And the history thus written 
cannot serve as a prolegomena to a history of the Church. 

o 0 .0 . 

This is not to deny that the political history of Tsrael 
may properly become the special focus of the historiog
rapher. (The objections being voiced here do not spring 
from a commitment to the "holist" view of history endorsed 
by such diverse historians as Tolstoy, Toynbee, and Al
bright.) Neither is it to deny that there is outside of 
Scripture a wealth of historical data pertinent to the writing 
of a political history of Israel. Nor yet is it to deny, what 
Dr. Bruce rightly affirms, that the interest of the biblical 
writers '\vas not so much in political developments as in 
the dealings of the God of Israel with His people" ( Intro
duction ). 

However, it is to affirm that the only proper function of 
extra-biblical historical data for the writing of a political 
history of Israel (or an economic history, or a cultie his· 
tory, or a literary history, or a cultural history) are (1) to 
augment the biblical data, and (2), to aid in the under. 
standing of the biblical data, as biblical, i.e., canollicar., 
data. That is to say, a political na"ative of Israel based 
solely on "historical" sources cannot illumine Scripture for 
us. For such a fUl"ative is not and cannot be a mere com" 
pilation of historical data. It inevitably embodies an inter
pretation of "historical" data, with the principle of inter
pretation allegedly drawn solely from the "historical" data 
themselves (the claim of historical positivists) , or from 
some intuitive insight into the patterns which are inherent 
in these data (the claim of most contemporary historiog
raphers). Yet neither mere empirical data nor histOrical 
intuition can provide the key interpretative principle for 
the right understanding of the empirical data which has 
bearing on Israel's political history. This only the canonical 
Scriptures, and they not merely as "historical source-docu
ments of first-rate worth" but as canonical Scriptures can 
provide. 

In other words, a "political narrative" of Israel in the 
midst of the nations which for the most part ignores 
"religious" factors and which employs Scripture only as a 
reliable source of ''historical'' data cannot illumine Scrip
ture for us. It is canonical Scripture which must illumine 
Israel's history for us, also Israel's political history. This is 
the implicit claim of Scripture itself. For Scripture per
vasively affirms that the political fortunes of Israel have 
been ultimately determined by such "religious" factors as 
God's faithfu lness to His covenants and Israel's faithfulness 
or unfaithfulness to these same covenants, the judgments of 
God in history, and God's unfOlding of revelation-in-event 
in the course of Israel's history, inclusive of her political 
history. Any attempt to reverse the order, i. c., to illumine 
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Scripture by means of an empirically constructed history of 
Israel's political fortunes, can only lead to the loss from 
view of that concrete Israel which belongs to our history. 
For the brael that belongs to our history is the Israel of the 
biblical canon. 

In the work here under review Dr. Bruce has not dis
associated himself from those many fellows of his scholarly 
guUd whose philosophic heritage goes back ultimately to 
Kant. Historiography, he seems to suppose, is a strictly 
empirical science (although one would suspect that the 
empiricism he accepts is not the unchastened empiricism 
of the positivists) which can maintain its own integrity only 
by refusing to submit to any authority, such as revelation , 
beyond its own critical method. To do so, this school of 
thought alleges, would be for historiography to betray itself 
and thus cease to be a science. And though every historiog
rapher must inevitably adopt a point of view2 this point of 
view may not be received from revelation. If it is so reo 
ceived, the result is not a history but a confession of faith , 
in historical categories. For historiography has to do with 
the phenomenal aspect of the past (that which can bc ap· 
prehended by the senses ), faith with the noumenal (that 
which can be apprehended only by intuition), and more 
particularly with its religious aspect. 

How then does the Bible speak for one who accepts the 
autonomy of historiography? To the historian the Bible 
speaks as a body of historical source·documents; to the be· 
Iiever it speaks as a book of revelation. But since by its 
own claims the Bible is not an historiography, and was not 
written specifically for historians, but is a book of revela· 
tion, written by believers and for believers, the historian 
properly stands in critical judgment over the Bible as his· 
torical source·document while the believer stands in sub· 
mission to the Bible with respect to his faith. 

What then if the revelation preserved in Holy Scripture 
presents itself, as indeed it does, as a revelation of God in 
redemptive word and redemptive history, effecting in the 
arena of world history the salvation of Israel? On the basis 
of the position from which Dr. Bruce does not here dis
associate himself, the historian by means of his critical 
method controls the scientific reconstruction of what on the 
empirical plane really happened. The believer is left to 
read what to Israel's (or the prophets') faith appeared to 
happen, or how Israel's faith (or the prophetic spirit) in
terpreted these events, and so to learn what faith ought to 
believe concerning these events. 

The believer is thus left to the mercy of the historian. 
For, the historian's reconstruction of the empirical events is 
constantly in Bux. Within the last fifty years it has shifted 
from the radical reconstruction of Wellhausenism, which 
made the law of Moses later than the prophets, to the con· 
servative reconstruction of men who, like Albright, insist on 
the general historical trustworthiness of the biblical docu· 
ments, but who nevertheless find the origins of Israel not in 
the twelve sons of Jacob but in an amphictyonic league' of 
independent tribes, and the origins of Israel's earlier re
ligious doC'uments in the amalgamation of differing tradi· 
tions developed and preserved at various tribal cult centers. 

. , 

The relative "conselVatism" of later historical scholarship 
may ring pleasantly in the ears of theological conservatives, 
but it must not be overlooked that this claim of general 
historical accuracy in the biblical documents rests not on 
acceptance of the canonical authority of these documents 
but rather on the current state of historical studies, and, 
therefore, on precisely the same basis as WeUhausen's ear· 
lier radical attack on biblical historical trustworthiness. 
Thus there is no guarantee, tbe historicans themselves being 
witness, that the current histOriographical reconstruction of 
Israel's history is the last. The reconstructions of empirical 
histOriography are always tentative, always open to new 
data and new hypotheses. 

Furthermore, the relationship between the event and the 
biblical witness to the event is crucial for revelation and, 
therefore, for faith. If the biblical witness to the event is 
historical1y wholly untrustworthy, as the school of Well. 
hausen taught, then a revelation which claims to be cen· 
traI1y historical can have little or no value. If it is in gen
eral trustworthy but in most particulars historically un
recoverable, therefore subject to historical doubt; and if, 
in fact, it is in many important details inaccurate, as is 
taught by the majority of Old Testament scholars today; 
then we have a revelation that is little more than an em· 
bodiment of jewish (or prophetic) theological reBection 011 

events as remembered Of' reconstructed in oral tradition. 
The events themselves, in which the revelation is claimed to 
have been embodied, are forever lost to us except insofar 
as the historian is able by his autonomous science to offer a 
reconstruction of them. But a revelation which claims to 
be centrally historical yet hangs loose from and unattach. 
able to the actual course of events is also of little value. 
It can only communicate a confession of faith in historical 
terms, not a prophetically illumined narrative of the actual 
redemptive acts of God. 

And if the Church must forever remain uncertain of the 
relationship between event and the biblical witness to the 
event until the historian has reconstructed the actual event, 
then the Church is in bondage to a new hierarchy. The 
historiographer, by means of the instrument of his critical 
science, in which he is free from the authority of SCripture, 
rules in lordly fashion over the faith of the people of God. 

If Dr. Bruce had not throughout his book remained 
generally true to his statement of purpose and method this 
lengthy critique would not have been in place. He is, how. 
ever, too competent a scholar to set himself one task and 
perform another. So he gives us an essentially historicistic 
reconstruction of Israel's political history. It could have 
been written by any of that current crop of empirical his· 
toriographers who speak of the high quality of the Bible 
as a historical source-document. 

Thus the political narrative of Israel here reconstructed 
reads as follows. Moses led his people out of Egypt "amid 
a series of natural phenomena in which could be traced 
[presumably by the prophetic spirit of Moses] the directing 
power of the patriarchs' God, intervening for the deliver· 
ance of their descendants" (p. 14 ). "The undisciplined 
body of slaves which left Egypt under the guidance of 
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Moses had to spend a generation in the wilderness before 
a nation could be fashioned to invade thc land of Canaan 
as conquerors and settlers" (p. 16). 

". . . Even before the settlement in Canaan the Israelites 
consisted of a number of tribes united in part by a common 
ancestry but much more so by common participation in the 
covenant of Yahweh," thus forming "what in Greek history 
is known as an amphictyonic league" (pp. 16, 17) . Ap
parently the Amalekites once belonged to this league since 
..the bitter feud which Israel pursued against these from 
generation to generation can best be explained if they were 
guilty of some breach of covenant" (p. 17). 

'''The Old Testament record attributes the drying up of 
the river [Jordan) to a landslide at Adam ... but the fact 
of its occurrence just at this time was evidence to them that 
the God of their fathers ... was now bringing them safely 
into Canaan. The collapse of the walls around the citadel 
of Jericho ... was no doubt caused by the same seismic 
action as had brought about the landslide at Ed-Damiyeh 
[Adam}; to the Israelites it brought further conflnnation of 
the directing power of Yahweh" (p. 18 ). 

Samuel finally acquiesced in the persistent demands of 
Israel "and nominated as their king a man named Saul .. . 
who may have been chosen by Samuel some time earlier to 
act as military commander under his direction" ( p. 24). 
.. . Encroachment upon the priestly prerogatives of 
Samuel was the beginning of a growing alienation between 
the two" (p. 25). 'The tragedy of Saul is that he was a 
sincerely religious man, deeply concerned to do the will of 
Yahweh, and Samuel's announcement that Yahweh had re
jected him as king preyed upon his mind as it would not 
have done if he had been an irreligious man. He became 
a victim of melancholia and persecution mania ..." (p. 26 ). 

Once David had been established as king in Jerusalem 
he ''bethought himself of a way in which the sacred 
prestige of his new capital, already great [It was the ancient 
city of Melchizedek who had blessed Abraham and had 
received tithes from himl, might be fur ther enhanced, es
pecially in Israelite eyes." So he installed the ark, the "an
cient palladium of the tribes of Israel" in his new capital 
amid great public ceremonies (p. 30). 

"Among the arts of peace which flourished under Solo
mon may be reckoned literature of various kinds. .. The 
national epic and the court-chronicle flourished, together 
with the 'wisdom' for which Solomon became renowned in 
all succeeding ages" (p. 38). This, it is suggested, although 
not said, is the real beginning of the Old Testament "epic 
narrative" as we now possess it. And as for events imme
diately following Solomon's reign, "the prophetic party, 
which was opposed to the innovating trends of Solomon's 
policy, marked out ... Jeroboam as one to whom the 
national loyalty could be directed ..." (p. 39). 

But, enough, except to record that, mirabile diehl, this 
political narrative of Israel from the exodus to the fall of 
Jerusalem in A.D. 70 contains not a single reference to 
Jesus Christ! 

, 

As a work sparkling with many fine insights and con
taining a wealth of historical data Israel and the Nations 
can be recommended to discerning teacbers and students. 
But as a political narrative it is unacceptable. As narrative 
it can onIy confuse the Bible student, or the student of 
Church history, if not seriously mislead him. 

Dr. Bruce will have to accept the fact that this time 
his theological friends cannot approve. 

1. 	 The word "historicism" is used in this connection to designate 
the historical method of those who assume that the task of his
toriography is to attempt to explain all historical phenomena in 
terms of forces and factors actually present in creaturely existence, 
and therefore potentially recoverable by empirical investigation, 
and that alI historical phenomena are subject to adequate, if not 
exhaustive explanation in such terms. It involves "the combina
tion of the evolutionary principle with positivistic historical re
search" (W. F. Albright, From Stone Age to Chrlstllmity, 2nd ed., 
Doubleday,'p. 84). This use of the term is therefore to be dis
tinguished from that more specialized use found in other dis
ciplines. such as sociologyl cf. e.g. K. R. Popper, The Poverty of 
Historicism, Harper Torchoooks, 1964. 

2. 	 See, e.g. the discussion of "Historical Interpretation" in K. R. 
Popper, op. cU., pp. 147·152. 

3. 	 The term is borrowed from Greek history where it was used to 
designate a group of city states or tribes sharing a COmmOD 
sanctuary which served as the focus of their federation. 

NEEDED - WIDE AWAKE ELDERS 

(Continued from page 5) 

ters? How many are conversant with the decisions reached 
at the last synod? Let us never forget that the duty of the 
eldership is to rule the house of God well. To that end 
they must know the facts and be able to evaluate them 
critically. 

A Proposed Solution 

We are fast approaching the days when new elders will 
be elected and installed in the churches. Hence now is the 
time to give some serious consideration to the problem of 
making our elders more aware of their God-given duties 
on the level of denominational life. 

The chief characteristic of an elder should be whole
bear ted consecration to the Lord and therefore to his 
Church. 

The elder is not first of all called by the congregation 
but by God himself who has listed in the Word his quali
fications for eldership. The necessary credentials are not 
that he should be a nice fellow, able to get along with 
people, and pliable to the point of compromise for the 
sake of peace. The enemy is undennining the Church which 
Christ loves. He is marshaling all his forces against the 
kingdom of heaven. And if he succeeds in penetrating the 
broader assemblies with their boards and committees, he 
will in time devastate the spiritual life of the local con
gregations. 

We must call ourselves back to a thorough consideration 
of what God demands of the elders. They are exhorted 
to exercise the overSight of the flock entrusted to their care 
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and to rule the house of the Lord well. The Fenn fOT Or
dination specifies at least the following tasks: ( 1 ) main· 
taining the purity of the Word and sacraments (2) up
holding good order in the church (3) guarding the sacred
ness of the offices (4) exercising Christian discipline faith· 
fully (5 ) promoting the faithful discharge of the offices 
by their fellow-officers (mutual supervision ) (6 ) defend
ing the sheepfold of Christ from the wolves of the world, 
and (7 ) reproving all who are disorderly in the body of 
Christ. What is begun on the level of the local congre
gation must be continued in and through our classical and 
synodical gatherings. The welfare of the whole Christian 
Reformed Church should be as zealously guarded as the 
spiritual prosperity of any single congregation. 

That this is a tremendous program goes without saying. 
No one is sufficient to these things of himself. Yet we may 
with boldness ask the Lord for grace and strength in the 
blessed assurance that he gives liberally and upbraids nODe 
who seek his help. 

In order that this part of the elders' task may be more 
faithfully discharged, perhaps a few practical suggestions 
are not out of place. 

(1 ) Let every elder pledge himself to spend two hours 
or morc each week, in addition to his regular congrega
tional duties, for the purpose of developing himself through 
study. This will mean perusing the Agenda and Acts of the 
synods, various religious periodicals, and any books and 
pamphlets dealing with his task. 

( 2) Let each elder regularly attend the meetings of the 

Elders' Conference and help to make these meetings effec
tive instruments for the development of himself and his 
fellow·elders. 

( 3) Let each elder insist on a thorough discussion in 
consistory and classis and synod of the basic issues which 
face the churches. Too many ministers and elders, we fear, 
are interested chiefly in getting home early from every 
ecclesiastical assembly. 

( 4 ) Let each elder and every consistory protest against 
any action violating good order in the churches, in spite 
of the fact that such will make elders and consistories 
tremendously unpopular_ 

(5 ) Let each elder constantly remind himseH that the 
welfare of Zion depends not so much on beautiful build
ings, friendly personnel, and an elaborate organization as 
on the bleSSing of the Holy Spirit_ Aud that blessing may 
be expected only when we walk in the path of faith and 
obedience. 

Let not the elders hesitate to stand as watchmen on the 
walls of Zion. And when they become unpopular because 
of their loyalty to God and his Word, they should remem· 
ber that our Savior was not popular either. It may be well 
to rcmind ourselves often of his words, «A disciple is not 
above his tcacller, nor a servant above his lord. It is enough 
for the diSciple that he be as his teacher, and the servant 
as his lord." Only then may our elders in humble con
fidence expect to hear the commendation of him whom 
they serve, "'Well done, thou good and faithful servant. . 

Reprinted from Torch ond Tmmpet, December.January, 1951·1952 
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The Four Major Cults, 

by AN1HONY HOEKEMA, Wm. B. Eerdm'r1' Pub
llohing Co.. Grund Rapid•• Mith •• 1963. <4<47 pages. 
P, ;te $5.9S. 

Another book on cults? This book de· 
serves a distinctive place among the works 
on the cults. In one volume there are actu
ally four books. Monnonism, Jehovah-s Wit· 
nesses, Seventh·day Adventism, /md Chris· 
tian Science are treated in this one volume 
by Dr. Hoekema, associate professor of sys· 
tematie theology at Calvin Theological Semi· 
nary. In addition the author has placed at 
the beginning a chapter on ''''The Challenge 
of tll(l Cults;- and eoncludes wi th chapters 
on "The Distinctive Traits of the Cult,-- and 
"Approaching the Cultist." 

It is evident that Professor Hoekema had 
done II grea t denl of home work. The foot· 
notes indicate a wide range of research. 
Often he has used primary sources. He has 
sought for accuracy and fairness, often 

checking items by personal correspondence 
with leaders of the cults. He does not resort 
to name ca1ling in lin attempt to make his 
work an expose of the cults. He d isplays the 
interest of a theologian-evangclist in witness· 
ing to the truths of divine revelation. At 
times he dir~ a warm·hearted appeal to 
the cultist - as, for instance, to the Seventh
day Adventist, p. 403. Although he writes 
apprecia tively of the Adventist's orthodox 
beliefs, he demonstrates convincingly why 
Adventism must be regarded as II cult. 

The pattern of treatment for each cult is 
the same , beginnillg with the historical 
haekground. Scparate considera tion is given 
to the fundamental question of the source 
of authority. Then follows a treatment of 
the doctrines of Cod, man, Christ, salva· 
tion, the clwreh and sacraments, and the 
last things. 

Appendices are added to the treatment of 
thrce of the cults providing materill l for 

further study. In regard to Seventh-day Ad· 
ventism there is an appendix dealing with 
the Sabbath and an excellent defense of the 
first day as sct forth in the New Testament. 

Here is a valuable book for the class 
room, home and church libraf)'. I t holds the 
interest and is rather easy to read. An CJ:. 

tensive inde!!: makes it a handy reference 
work. Although written in a kind spirit it 
does mllke clear that these cults cannot bear 
the light of Cod's Word. 

I t is not a book that will Icave you eom· 
placent a nd self. righteously satisfioo. th a t 
you are not like tIle cultists. One is pained 
by the evidence of the tremendous ad· 
vances made by the cults lind by the blame 
for this fact which the Christian church 
rlIUSt accept . One is stimulated to do som.,.. 
thing in meeting, liS Hockema calls It, "the 
challenge of the cults:-

HolY shall we approach the cultists? Here 
are two pointed sugge;tions from the chap
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ter dealing with this matter. «L~ no un
trained church member conside r it an 
evasion of duty if he does not present a 
systematic refutation of the doctrines of a 
cultist who may happen to ring his door
belL Let him rather give the cultist a sin
cere testimony of his own personal faith in 
Jesus Christ and of the joy he experiences 
in fellowsllip with his Redeemer." (p. 406) . 
"We must not confront the cultist with the 
church but with the Word and with Christ 
as the heart of that Word." ( 410) . 

CHARLES GREENFIELD 

Th e Mes sianic Character of 
American Ed ucafion, 
by ROUSAS J OHN RUSHOOONY (Pre.byteria n 
Pubti.~ing Co., Philadelphio, Po., 1963, 410 pp., 
$6.50). 

"This study is intended to be not only 
an historical and analytical study of the 
philosopies of education in state education 
in the United States, but also a study in an 
important aspect of American Cultural his
tory" (Preface p. X), according to the 
author. It is the contention of the author 
tllat with the b reakdo w n of theological 
dominance of education in colonial New 
England (Calvinism) institutional Unitarian
ism prevailcd with its "marginal docbine 
of the church." "The church thereafter be
came progressively irrelevant to the Amer
ican scene as the schools became steadily 
the working embodiment of the Unitarian 
hith in salvation by statist education," (p. 
334). What Dr. Ivan R. Bierly correctly 
points out in the Introduction oonstitutes a 
main tlJnlst of Rnshdoony's presentation. 
"'\!hat the educationists have forgotten is that 
the sense of mcaning and purpose of life 
which they take for granted was bought with 
the blood of saints from the time of the 
prophets and JCSl.IS until this day. And the 
end is not yet in sight. By taking for granted 
that which can only be acquired by fa ith, the 
rationalist tradition of American education 
has severed itself from its roots, and indeed 
is paying the penalty for trying to 1ive hy 
bread alone'" (p. XIV) . 

Beginning with Horace Mann and oon
tinuing through Rugg, Counts, and Brameld, 
the author traces the developing statism in 
education, tIle subordination of the indi
vidual to group life in modern democracy, 
and the supreme position of the state-oon
trolled school as builder of the Good So
ciety. Freedom under law or within law, the 
author points out, has beeo replaced by free
dom without or above law. Throughout he 
very correctly points out the root error of 
this entire trend, namely, a view of man as 
autonomOIlS rather th[m subservient to the 
will of his Creator. This book is a straight
forward, scathing indictment of American 
public education. 

Every eVllngelical Christian who has at 
lea~t a reading knowledge of the develop
ment of American education will, I am sure, 
welcome this co n t ribution b y Dr. Rush
doony. The book is well written, extensively 
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documented, and lucid in the presentation 
of fact and argument. The author makes a 
oontribution to 	 the critique of American 
education and culture that should be read 
and studied by 	every teacher, in oollege 
classrooms, and 	 by all Christians with a 
genuine concern 	for the current trends in 
American education. 

Because of the 	 many constructive and 
praiseworthy qualities of Rushdoony's work, 
I regret all the 	more the weaknesses that 
will detract from its effectiveness, especially 
among readers who do not share with the 
author the presupposition of the Christian 
faith as expressed in Refonnation Chris
tianity. 

Intellectual hone.~ty and historical objec
tivity require that one reoognize the fa i1 ure 
of the Calvinistic community of New Eng
land and other Bible-believing Christians in 
other colonies to promote education. Puri tan 
New England made a splendid start, but 
the disbict school established in New Eng
land failed to provide adequate education 
in the decades that followed. When Horace 
r-Iann appeared on the scene in the early 
part of the nineteenth century, schools, such 
as there were, were bleak, dismal, cruel 
places that failed to recognize in a child the 
worth and dignity of a human person. 
Teachers as Bronson Aloott, humane in their 
treatment of children, were castigated by 
New England schoolmasters, many of whom 
were Calvinists and other orthodox Chris
tians, for their reforms in cI.:lssroom teach
ing. The doctrines of total depravity and 
original sin were frequently quoted to justify 
the whipping post and foolscap as media of 
punishment for boys and girls. If Calvinists 
and other orthodox Christians had been 
among the leaders in educational refonn and 
advancement, Unitarians as Mann and Bar
nard would not have been able to give to 
the statism which Rushdoony criticizes so 
severely the impetus they did. As a matter 
of fact the school systcms of our nation 
migh t have ta ken a different direction. 
Statism came about by default on the part 
of Bible-believing Christians as much as by 
design of Unitarian and deist educational 
refonners. 

Of this period E. W. Knight says in his 
Twenty Centuries of Education (p. 260): 
'The need for reform of the public schools 
was urgent in Mas.~achusetts, as elsewhere 
at that time. In all the states there was a 
lack of financia l support, the school term 
short, the equipment was poor, and thc 
teachers were inadequately trained. There 
was no supervision, oommittees did not visit 
the schools, and in many places the teachers 
were allowed to begin the .. schools without 
being certificated, as required by law. There 
was confusion of textbooks, and many of 
the children were absent from school." 

I wish there were more appreciation in 
Rushdoony's pertinent critique for the con
tribution of the behavioral sciences and edu
cational research to the education of Ollr 
time. One may disagree philosophically with 
modern educational theory and practice and 

at the same time appropriate the amazing 
accomplishmcnts 	 in the improvement of 
teaching. Christian education in church and 
day school is increasingly using the Bndings 
of the behavioral sciences in the improve
ment of instruction, sometimes uncritically 
so, I fear, bec:luse teachers fail to under
stand the philosopiJical implications which 
should constitute criteria for their selection 
and use. The evangelical Christian should 
criticize modern education with an uneasy 
conscience, since 	 the direc t ion American 
education in general is taking is in part due 
to the failure of Christian scholars and 
teachers, and the Cluistian community in 
general, to make their faith relcvant to edu
cational theory and practice. Had Hush· 
ooony taken the evangelical Christian 0001

munity to task for their neglect and indiffer
ence, his critique would be received with 
more grace by those who do not share the 
Refonnation faith with him. 

This book can serve as a gadfly to stir us 
to action. For a positive contribution to edu
cation one has to look elsewhere. 

CORNELIUS JAARSM A 

Church Growth in Me x ico, 

by DONALD McGAVRAN, JOHN HUEGEl ond JACK 

TAYLO R. Wm. B. EerdmanJ Publl.hing Compony, 

Grond Ropid l , Mich. 136 page l. Paper, 1963. 

Pfi~e $1.95. 


If you are looking for a oompact, easy
to·read handbook of infonnation on the ex
pansion of Protestantism in lI-1exico, this 
book deserves your consideration. I ts triple 
authorship includes a seoond-generation mis
sionary in Mexioo (Rev. John Huegel ). 

With Latin America so much in the news 
today, the work of Christian Missions in 
those countries, and particularly in Mcxico, 
takes on new significance and importance. 
Latin America is being "rediscovered". The 
estimated 7,000,000 Protestants ("Evan
gelioos") represent the exciting Protestant 
growth of the past three decades. Mexico, 
which has the largest population of the 
Spanish-speaking oountries in Latin Amer
ica, occupies a strategic place in this de
"elopment. 

I kept my pencil busy underlining sen
tences in this book. Here are a few of them : 
"While Mexioo has carried out a successful 
social revolution in a land where the Church 
of Rome and the landed classes were united 
in exploiting the masses and keeping them 
ignorant, landless, and in subjection, this 
social revolution has not led to a Refomm
tion of the Roman Catholic Church" (p. 
IS). "Mexico i~ a mosaic made up of 
hundreds of separate populations or societies. 
There are 88 distinct Indian languages 
grouped in eleven fami lies of languages" 
(p. 36). "As soon a.~ Mexicans get away 
from Mexico, most of them quit going to 
mass. It is estimated that of the two mil
lion Latins in Texas, 85 percent do not at· 
tend ma.~s or any worship service at alL" 
(p. 	55). 

LEONARD GREENWAY 
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Apostle Extr~ordin ilry : 


A Mod • • n Po.I••it of St. Pllll, by REGINALD E. 

O. WHITE, Willi.m B. Ee.dmanl Publi lhing Co., 
Grand Replds, 1962. 209 P.-;Jes. $3.50. 

Here is an excellent introduction 1"0 an 
extraordinary apostle. One can almost feel 
the heartbeat of St. Paul and hear the sound 
of his voice in this penetrating and lively 
portrayal of the thought and life of a 
fumly dedicated servant of Christ. Paul's 
character is made to come alive as it can be 
known from the whole of his writings - his 
joys and his anguish. his hopes and his d is
appointments, his praise and his rebukes. his 
own weakness and God's power in him and 
for him - and his character, in tum, enriches 
and helps to interpret each of his thoughts. 

Paul's sometimes supposed distinction as 
the founder of a new dispensation is clearly 
repudiated. His alleged bom:lwing from 
pagan phi1osophers is shown to be instead a 
striving to correct them. This is, in fact, that 
essential element in mission work even to
day: the finding of the point of contaet be
tween Christianity and the non-Christian 
philosophies. 

In writing of Paul's certainty of eternal 
salvation, the Rev. White says, "His (God's) 
hold, not ours, is the strength of our secur
ity; His faithfulness, not ours, is the basis 
of our hope; His patience, not ours, is the 
foundation of our perseverance; His defence, 
not ours, the guarantee that we shall never 
fall away" (p. 69). However, "to believe in 
immortality was not, for Paul, an escapist 
trap-door into a world of wishful ease, but 
the inexhaustible stimulus to nobler living 
and more strenuous toil" (p. 72). There
fore, "he read Christian duty in social, civic, 
and humanitarian terms as well as those of 
piety, faith , and evangelism" (p. 114). 

There are many other quotable statements 
in this superb and understanding treatment 
of the life of Paul the apostle. I recommend 
it h ighly nnd without reservation to nil. Here 
is a view of the world and life that is good 
because it is sound nnd vibrant because it 
is Scriptural. 

The criticism that I have to offer is not 
di rected to the author, but to the American 
puhlishers. The retention of British spellings 
detracts from the readability of the book. 
There are well over one hundred instfmccs 
of such spellings, as in judgement, L1bour, 
gaol, and organisation. These should be re
vised lest the reader be distraeted by annoy
ing trifles. 

GERARD T ERPSTRA 

Th e Epistl e of Paul to the Ephesians 
(e volum. in Tyndll. N.w T..t .......t Commen. 
t.riu), by F. FOULKES, publilhe-cl by Wm. B. 
Eerdmens Publishing Co., Grand Rapids, Mich_, 
1B2 pages, p.ice .$3.00. 

This is a commentary that has many de
sirable features. It measures 51f.. by 8 inches, 
is, accordingly, rather small and easy to 
handle. Its theology is conservative. Its 

author is a New Zealander with two master's 
degrees and a bachelor of divinity degree. 
He was ordained in 1953 and has recently 
accepted an appointment to the Federal 
Church Missionary Society Training College 
at Melbo\lme. He gives evidence of ac
quaintance with Greek, and writes in a style 
that is generally clear. Many of his com
ments on individual passages are excellent. 
One more commendable feature that de
serves mention is the fact that, considering 
the relatively small size of the book, the 
Introduction is rather thorough, covering no 
less thnn 29 of thesc ratller small pages. The 
work can be heartily recommended. espe_ 
cially for those who Jack the time or the 
energy to study one of the larger commen
taries. 

It is omy fair to say that there arc also 
weaknesses. It is based on the Authorized 
(King James ) Version, which means that 
whenever the commentator is not in agree
ment with that translation he has to use 
space to indicate why the text he is follow
ing is not the best. This means that re
marks of a purely technical nature, including 
references to such matters as the shade of 
meaning of Greek participles, active or pas
sive voice ( see, for example. p. 67), etc., 
are introduced right in the text, instead of 
being relegated to the footnotes. Footnotes, 
moreover, which would be II help to the 
scholar, are fcw and incomplete. The com
ments on individual passages, too, perhaps 
because of restricted spnce, are frequently 
not as thorough as one would desire, espe
cially on difficult passages, such as Eph. 
1 :23 - where the wom "fulness" deserved a 
more thorough discussion, and the conclusion 
reached by the author is rather ambiguous 
in my opinion - ; and Eph. 2 :8, a very con
troversial text (Is it faith or is it being saved 
that is " the work of God"?), on which Dr. 
A. Kuyper IYrote a few chapters, but which 
here receives rather scant treabnent. The 
important doctrinnl issue between Calvinists 
and Anninians with respect to tJlis text is 
not even mentioned. The point of gram
mar involvcd (whether a neuter pronoun 
can refer to a feminine antecedent ) is 
passed over in silence. 

The good qualities which this book un
doubtedly has are sufficient in number that 
it can be perused with pronto 

WM. HENDRIKSEN 

The Epistle of Paul to the Romans 
(Inolh • • volume in Tyndl l. Bible Commentl' ;"), 
by F. F. BRUCE, Wm. B. Ee .dm. ns Publi.hing Co., 
Grand R.pidl, Mich. 1963; 28B pagol; p. ic • .$3.00. 

Dr. F. F. Bruce is an eminent scholar. In 
my just completed N. T . Commentary on 
Colossians and Phileml)fl I was happy to in
clude t.he t illc of Bmce's Commentary all 
Colm;;rian$ (the second part of a volume in 
Til e New Int(JNIatiOnal Commenta") in my 
Select Bibliography. in which I mention the 
four books on Colossians which I would 
eS,Jeciolly recommend. 

It stands to reason that something of that 
same scholarship which Broce evinced in his 
Colasswns is also shown here in his Romans. 
However, it must be bome in mind that this 
is a volume in the Tyndale series. On the 
jacket this series is called "a concise, work
able tool for laymen, teachers and ministers." 
Well, it is ooncire, to be sure. Here, after 
a rather ample and excellent Introduction 
of some fifty pages, only about 220 voger 
are devoted to comments on the entwe lettn 
oj Faul ro the Romans! That means, of 
course, that thoroughness of treatment, a 
characteristic in which Bruce othcrwise ex
cels, is here not always in evidence. How 
could it be when weighty. controversial 
matters are treated in so small a compass? 
That is the weakncss of the present volume. 
\Vhen we tum. for example, to p. 154, we 
notice that Bruce devotes half a page - and 
the pages are small! - to comments on verses 
17-23 of the seventh chapter of Romam. But 
verses 17 and 20 receive only a line and a 
haH of actual comment, verse 23 one line; 
verses 19 and 21 are not even mentioned at 
all! The treatment of Rom. 11:28 is similarly 
inadequate. For example, he interprets those 
who prefer the rendering, "And 80 [instead 
of "and then"] all Israel shall be saved" to 
mean thereby that "the ingathering of the 
full tale of the Gentiles" Is "in itself the 
salvation of all Israel" (p. 222 ). He ap
pears to forget that there are many inter
preters who. though they accept the render. 
ing, "And 80 all Israel shAll be saved," as 
being in line willl the context, do not even 
think of interpreting this to mean "the in
gathe ring of the full to le of the Gentiles." 
Far to be preferred bere is the explanation 
of "all Israel" by H. Bavinck, R. C. H. 
Lenski, and Herman Ridderbos, to mcntion 
only a few. 

Personally I cannot see how it is pmsible 
to write a really satisfying Commentary on 
Romans (all sixteen chaptcrs) in so brief a 
compass. By th is I do not deny that much 
that is excellent is found in this book I do 
believe, however, that something is lacking 
llere which is found in the larger works. 
Even Calvin needed more than 500 pages 
for his CommentAry on Romans, And he did 
not need to reflect on various " fi nds and 
views" of subsequent years. 

W~f . HENDRIKSEN 

The Last Judgm ent in Protestant 
Theology from Orthodoxy to Ritschl 
by JAMES P. MARTIN, Wm. B. h,dmenl Publish. 
lng Co., G••nd Repid s, Mich., 214 pelles; p rice 
.$4_00. 

In his Preface the author states, "I wish 
to express my sense of debt and gratitude to 
Dr. Otto A. Piper of Princeton Theological 
Seminary under whose illuminating direction 
this essay was Ilrst written as a dissertation 
for the Th.D. degree ..." To detect in this 
hook the influence of Dr. Piper is not diE
Scull. 

Tn~CH "'rn~ TRUMPET 



The author gives us a historical and some· 
wl)at philosophical review of the history of 
Protestant thinking with respect to the last 
judgment. The four chapter-headings are: 
1. The Last Judgment in Protestant Ortho
doxy, 2 . The Transfonnation in Later Ortho
do'.:y, Puritanism, and Pietism, 3. The Ra
tionalization of the Christian Substance, and 
4. The Methodological Reduction of Escha
tology in the Nineteenth Century, Dr. 
Martin has made a valuable contribution. 
He has shown that the important place 
which this judgment should occupy in the
ological thinking and in the total scheme of 
Protestant doctrine has not always been 
given to it. In connection with dispensa
tionalism he remarks, "This method leads to 
an understanding of history as a disconnected 
system of judgments and human failures" 
(p. 191). With that estimate I am in com
plete agreement. However, Martin finds 
fault with the statement of Calvin, ".. . He 
will come to us as a Redeemer, to deliver us 
from this immense abyss of evils and miseries 
and to lead us into that blessed inheritance 
of his life and glory." Of this he says, 

. . under the influence of Calvin the place 
given to death in the Last Things introduced 
an eschatological shortcut, by which all the 
bles.sings of heaven are the immediate pos
session of the believer." Though this evalu
ation does not surprise me in the least, I beg 
to dilfer with it. On the same basis one 
might also criticize the author of I Cor. 
15 for having written II Cor. 5:8. Calvinism 
receives another jab on p. 22, "The Re
fonned dogmaticians were in a worse posi
tion ... than the Lutherans because of their 
spatial interpretation of 'the right hand of 
God'." 

Though, to be sure, the contribution here 
made is definitely valuable and cannot be 
ignored, its importance would have been 
increased many times if the author had also 
given \IS a carefu! exegesis of those Scrip
tural (especially thosc New Testament) pas
sages that mention the final judgment. As 
it is. the study is historical and philosophical. 
Nevertheless, again and again the author 
condemns certain positions and praises 
uthers. On what basis? Does the statement 
on p. 73 where he refers to "an interval of 
time betwC(ln the end of AnHchrist's king
dom and the coming for the last judgment" 
refer only to Spener's view or also to the 
author's own interpretation? Cf. p. 26. 

Barring this or that evaluation with which 
I disagree I am thankfu l for this erudite 
historical study but would have been even 
more thankful had it been linked with 
exegesis. 

WM. HENDRIKSEN 

Another Look at Seve nth Day 

Adventism 
by NORMAN F. DOUTY. Boker. 206 poge$. 
Price $3.50. 

The author of this volume is the pastor of 
the Berean Church of Lansing, Mich. Here 
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we have true CilIistian pol~mics. His at
tempt at fairness and objectivity, plus a 
spirit of helpfulness and of Christian char
ity, makes this volume attractive. It is a 
book to be used for reference rather than 
for casual reading. Anyone coming in con
tact with members of this cult \vill find 
here very handy references to the several 
doctrines which they hold. 

The crucial question is: Has SDA really 
changed? The author contends that it has 
not, even though the "Brinsmead Move
ment" contends that the present leadership 
is not true to the original tenets of the 
movement. 

No one will question that Douty means to 
be fair and Christian. Yet his conelusions 
are that SDA is neither evangelical nor in 
harmony with many of the plain teachings 
of Scripture. 

The work is valuable and can be recom
mended. However, its mechanics leave 
somewhat to be desired. We do not refer to 
careless proof reading, but rather to the 
small print. Many of the appendices have 
this. In our day such print does not attract 
readers. We wish for the book, however, a 
good sale, 

C. HUISSEN 

How We Got the Bible 
by NEIL R. LIGHTFOOT. Bohr. 124 poge•• 

Price $2.50. 

The author is Associate Professor of Bible 
and Biblical Languages at Abilene Christian 
College, Abilene, Texas. He had pastored 
several churches, all located in Texas and 
North Carolina, before coming to Abilene. 

His book is intended for Bible classes. 
Each chapter has a set of questions for 
discussion. It is written in simplc and read
able style and is meant to help those people 
who have no special training in these sub
jects and whose time is limited. 

The over-all effect is, as intended, to help 
us see the wonder of God's Book. The 
author stands unreservedly committed to 
the position that it is God's Book. He has 
demonstrated the truth of the first sentence. 
"How the Bible has oome down to us is a 
story of adventure and devotion" (p. 11). 
He presents the history of making books in 
ancient times, then relates the story of the 
various manuscripts, and tile accepted texts 
of the Old and New Testaments. The 
chapter on The Canon of the Scriptures is 
both good and sound, The books of the 
Bible did not become canonical by ec
clesiastical decrees but were aecepted grad
ually on the basis of their inherent author
ity. This book (:nn be profitable for sodety 
discussions. \Ve do not hesitate to recom
mend it. 

C. HUISSEN 

The Perfect Christmas Gift! 
What could be more appreciated than 
a year's subscription to TORCH AND 
TRU MPET? Your friends will think of 
you and Ihonk you throughout the 
yeor fo r th is thoughtfu l gifl! 
Take advantage of ou r special Christ
mos season gift rates : 
One subscription (T yr.) $3.00. Two 
or more 1 yr. subscriptions, $ 2,50 
each. 

A handsome certificate sent 
with each gift! 

If you give two or more gifts you may 
extend your own subscription one 
yeor for $2.50. 
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Prophetic Preaching - Then and Now 

by ROLAND Q. LEAVElL Publi lhed by Baker 
Book Houle, Grand Repidl, Michigan. 1963. 96 
pagel. Price $1.25. 

The author brought to this book many 
years of teaching and preaching experience. 
More than that, he brought to it faith in the 
Word of God and conGdence in the power 
of Its proclamation. 

The style of writing is lucid and simple. 
No words are wasted. There are passages 
that are highly quotable because of both 
(orm and content. The material is well out
lined and questions (or the encouragement 
of group study are included. 

Obviously the book is intended as a sur
vey. It deals with the preaching of the 
prophets in broad outline. There is some 
consideration of the individuali ty of the 
propllets in their preaching, but the empha
sis is on their basic agreement. 

A few of the chapter headings will con
vince one that the preaching of ancient 
times has a very modern appeal and appli. 
cation. Consider these themes: "Preaching 
during National Crises"; "Protesting against 
Soc i a I Unrighteousness~; ''Prophesying 
Downfall Because of Spiritual Decay"; and 
"Proclaiming the Love of God." Surely the 
needs of men are basically the same in every 
age, and the Word of God is always timely 
because it is timeless. 

According to the author the preaching of 
the prophets was characte rized by four out
standing qualities:

It was divinely authoritative. The e"er
recurring '''rhus saith the Lord" revealed 
the source. spirit, and power of their mes
sage. 

n was gloriously relevant. The prophets 
preached to the !Iced of the hour because 
they preached to the condition of the heart. 
They ullmllsi.:ed the tcrribleness of sin and 
magnified the glory of God's gracious sal
vation. 

It was thoroughly thcologieal. The proph
ets proclaimed great troths and in general 
adhered to main avenues. But above all 
their me$Sagcs were God-centered. Shall 
we not agree with Dr. Leavell when he 
states, "Possibly the social sins so prevalent 
in America today are due to the Jack of 
deep. earnest, prophetic preAching on the 
holiness and righteousness of God'"? 

It was insistently hopeful. Sinful and 
despairing people were challenged to put 
their trust in God who was the hope and 
help of Israel. The climax of this prophetic 
proclamation was found In John the Baptin 
who might Introduce the Messiah with 
those startling, stining words: "Behold the 
Lamb of God." 

There are a few statements In this volume 
which are debatable. One would also ques
tion whether in some conclusions and appli
cations the author does justice to the theo
cratic. covenantal character of Israel. 

Remembering the SKetchy ehameter of Ihis 
volume, it may be said that this book serves 
an excellent purpose in reminding us of the 
character of prophetic preaebing as il onoc 
was and as it ought to be. 

GEORGE GRITrER 

The Zondervan Pidonal Bible 
Dictionary 

General &filor - MERRILl C. TENNEY 
Zondervan Publishing House, Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, 1963, 916 pp. PrIce $9.95. 

A book generally has value when its goal 
is both worthy and attained. The useful 
intent of The Zondcrvan Pictorial Bible 
Dictionary is "to present a body of informa
tion which will enable one to comJlrehend 
the meaning of the text he is reading. and to 
obtain ready and complete data concerning 
any related subject." Those using this dic
tionary will read ily judge that it is a rich 
storehouse. While the writers do not at· 
tempt to exhaust any topic. or primarily to 
serve professional scllolnrs, they provide 

such thorough and scholarly treatment of 
the Bible and related knowledge tha t Bible 
students at varying levels of preparation 
may look here and Bnd. 

General editor is Dr. Merrill Tenney, 
dean of the Craduate School. Wheaton Col
lege. Sixty.Bve evangelical scholars have 
helped bring the fruit of their scholarship 
specialty to bear upon the Bible. Each con
tributor wriles with free hand; yet it is 
fully evident tha t each has a conservative 
mind and a spirit warmly committed to the 
Scripture. 

There are many notable features in this 
dictionary. It has Bve thousand topics. in. 
terspersed with seven hundred new pictures, 
chosen carefully to expand interest. Help 
is given in pronouncing words as well as 
discovering their meanings, both from the 
original text and the cultural context of the 
time. There are interesting biographies and 
useful outlines of the Bible books. Appended 
to many articles arc helpful bibliographies. 
The volume closes with forty pages of new. 
indexed maps drawn from the latest edition 
of the Rand McNally Bible Atlas. The pub
lishers have made the book funcHonal, at· 
tractive and durable. 

Sure 10 be of interest are the numerous 
monographs included. Many deal with doc
trines of Scripture and are written concisely 
and with notable clarity. The writen give 
latitude where there arc possible alternatives 
(as in the article on "Creation," p. 187). 
They yield to the Bible on points of no al
ternative (as in the "fact-of-sin." "salvation
by-atonement" concepts). They summon to 
faith where reason is neither possible nor 
allowable (as in the article on tlle "Trin
ity," p. 871). We do well to emulate this 
spirit in accepting what is plainly said, be· 
lieving what is beyond our reason. and bal
ancing our viewpoint of uncertainties. 

For all students who would go beyond 
mere identification of facts , who would 
plumb the Scripture, here is your help. 
You will God its value greater than its price. 

BERT BRAIT 
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